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Preface
As most students of the Master Climate Studies, I started this program with the ambition to
gain knowledge and skills that would help me to contribute to solving the climate change
crisis. During my first year I got more and more intrigued by the question whether it would
be feasible to solve the climate crisis within our current economic system. I investigated
alternative economic systems and discussed with my fellow students the critiques on current
trajectories. It made me realize that investigating alternative systems is only part of the
puzzle. Including thinking about transformation pathways towards sustainable economic
systems is crucial in our quest to a sustainable society. Therefore, I started my thesis with the
question ‘how can we transform our economic system in a sustainable economy?’ Time
taught me that this question is too big to ask for a master thesis, resulting in ‘a bit’ longer
thesis process than initially anticipated.
However, the fact that these big questions are incredibly difficult to answer, doesn’t mean
we shouldn’t ask them. And, although I considerably narrowed down my research question, I
was encouraged to meet so many people during this thesis process thinking about these big
questions and making it their mission to help realize the needed transformations. By
narrowing down my research question I hope I was able to contribute to a small piece of the
puzzle of the transformation towards a sustainable economic system.
I wouldn’t have been able to make this contribution without the incredibly valuable inputs of
my respondents. When I decided to interview green political party members, I expected it to
be difficult to get them to participate because of their busy agendas. This wasn’t an empty
worry because it took me over 400 emails to get enough respondents. But this makes me
even more thankful for all the green party members who took the time to participate in this
thesis. Their busy agendas are a result of their persistent efforts to fight for a more
sustainable world. I want to thank the green party members for the inspiring conversations,
your passion was highly encouraging for me.
I also would like to thank my supervisors Eira Carballo Cárdenas and Myanna Lahsen. I
couldn’t have wished for better supervisors for this process. Myanna supervised the first half
of my thesis, encouraging me to think outside the box, go my own path and stay critical. Eira
guided me through the second half of my thesis, helping me to turn my findings in a
coherent story and giving me the last push to see this thesis through to the end.
Finally, I want to thank my friend, family and partner for their endless support. Thinking of
everyone that helped me through this long thesis process makes me grateful to be
surrounded by so many amazing people. Arabella, Emma, Lieke, Molly and Sam provided
invaluable feedback on my chapters. Hester, Maike, Sanne and Noortje were always
available to discuss my ideas. My parents and sister were only one call away to listen to all
my thesis frustrations. And lastly, my love Martijn who is always there for me.
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Abstract

The current Western economic system is unsustainable. The neoliberal capitalist economy
has led to the transgression of planetary boundaries, an increase in social inequalities, and
instable economic and financial markets. Therefore, the economic system needs to be
transformed in a sustainable direction. The hegemony and depoliticization of the current
economic system make this transformation highly complex. Green political parties are at the
forefront of the fight for a more sustainable economy. This thesis aims to contribute to the
understanding of the political processes of economic transformation towards sustainability
by researching the views and strategies of green parties on economic transformations. With
the help of the Q methodology the views of 12 European green parties on economic
transformations towards sustainability were mapped. Interviews were conducted with five of
these green parties to get a better understanding of the strategies they propose to achieve
their envisioned economic transformations.
This study finds that there is common ground among the green parties in their critique on
endless economic growth and the neoliberalization of the economic system. All parties
propose to transform to an economic system in which human wellbeing and ecological limits
are front and center. However, the parties diverge in their views on which economic
transformations are needed to achieve a sustainable economy. By exploring the views of
European green political parties this thesis extrapolated three viewpoints on economic
transformations: ‘towards human wellbeing in recognition of ecological limits’, ‘beyond the
system of growth’ and ‘greening the economy’. These viewpoints diverge in their radicality
of change proposed. The green parties are struggling in defining their strategies on how
pragmatic or radical they should be. Most green parties take on a more pragmatic approach
because they believe becoming a governing party enables them to take the necessary
incremental steps. Some parties take a more idealistic approach, aiming for radical change.
In their views and strategies green parties politicize the neoliberal capitalist economic
system to different extents, signaling the need for further research into alternative economic
systems.
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1. Introduction
The current Western economic system is unsustainable. Although the neoliberal capitalist
economic system has brought lower poverty levels, higher life expectancy and increased
health and a safer environment during the last few decades, it also brought problems on a
scale not faced before (UNEP, 2011). The practices, norms, laws, rules, businesses, market
structures and technologies that are created in this economic system have contributed to
crises in all three pillars of sustainability: environment, society and economy (Asara, Otero,
Demaria, & Corbera, 2015; Göpel, 2016; Jackson, 2017; Jessop, 2012; Klein, 2015; Raworth,
2017).
It is paramount to recognize that the level of environmental degradation has increased
dangerously during the last couple of decades (Steffen et al., 2015). The focus on endless
consumption and production growth has led to the massive exploitation of natural resources
on which human society is dependent (Rockström et al., 2009). Moreover, current production
and consumption patterns have created harmful externalities that are not internalized in the
market structures (UNEP, 2011). These externalities cause severe social and environmental
damages. On some levels these environmental damages are now so pressing that critical
thresholds of natural systems are being exceeded, e.g. climate change, biodiversity loss and
altered biochemical flows of nitrogen and phosphorus (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al.,
2015).
Meanwhile, inequality levels within in and between societies are rising rapidly, leading to
social crises (Rogers et al., 2012; UN, 2005; Wilkinson & Pickett, 2010). Since the 1980s,
wealth has been increasingly concentrated in the hands of a small part of society (Piketty,
2014; Spangenberg, 2016, p. 130). In the last decades, increases in productivity mainly
benefitted rich capital owners and the trickle-down effect has not materialized to support
the working class (Jackson, 2017, p. 176; Piketty, 2014). Increased inequality has a strong
negative effect on societies. Inequality contributes to decreased wellbeing and lifesatisfaction, it increases poor health and mental illness and it promotes conflict (Wilkinson &
Pickett, 2010). Moreover, inequality leads to unsustainable consumption patterns because of
increased material throughputs (Jackson, 2017, p. 205; Rogers et al., 2012, p. 65).
The economic and financial sector are not in a stable position. In 2008, the financial crisis
threw society into a recession, banks needed to be saved and public spending was
dramatically cut. This resulted in low economic growth rates (Jackson, 2017, pp. 24–27).
Many academics state that this crisis was not just a financial crisis but an economic crisis
(Jackson, 2017; Schneider, Kallis, & Martinez-Alier, 2010; Skarstein, 2011; Wanner, 2015). A
lot of effort is put into understanding how this economic crisis was able to arise, but no one
answer exists, instead many intertwined complex reasons are given (Admati & Hellwig,
2013). One of the mechanisms that contributed to the crisis is the massive creation of private
credit on a global level, which resulted in unhealthy debt levels (Jackson, 2017, p.26). This
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was partly made possible by the deregulation of the financial market as part of the
neoliberalization strategies in Western societies (Jackson, 2017, p. 34). Even though there
currently is no financial crisis, economic instability still persists nowadays (Jackson, 2017, p.
33). The financialization of the economy is an ongoing trend, which brings the risk of
increased economic instability and possibly a new financial crisis (Mader, Mertens & van der
Zwan, 2020; Max-Neef, 2010, p. 201; Newell, 2015, pp. 77–80).
Given the ongoing threat of economic, environmental and social crises, this thesis seeks to
investigate if, and in what ways, European green political parties express the need for
economic transformations for sustainability. By understanding the ways in which these
parties are politicizing this topic, it is possible to examine whether there are new trajectories
and narratives developing, that potentially have the ability to contribute to a transformation
to a sustainable society. This objective will be explained further below, following a more
detailed introduction to the depoliticized context of economic transformations towards
sustainability.

What transformations?

It is evident that there is a need to transform the current economic system into one that is
sustainable. The big question is what transformations are needed to create a sustainable
economic system that ensures that we stay within the planetary boundaries, massively
reduce inequalities between and within societies and create a stable economy and financial
system.
This normative question is to a certain extent depoliticized within Western societies because
transformations outside the neoliberal capitalist system are not considered in the dominant
political debates (Feola, 2020; Göpel, 2017, p. 115; Jessop, 2012; Swyngedouw, 2010). In the
1960s and 1970s the concept of sustainability was based on a radical critique on capitalism
and specifically economic growth. There was consensus among environmentalists that
economic growth was incompatible with ecological and social sustainability (Tulloch &
Nielson, 2014). With the introduction of the concept of sustainable development in the
1980s economic growth, as key feature of a neoliberal capitalist economy, was framed as
compatible with environmental protection and social welfare (Asara et al., 2015). In this way
the sustainability crisis was re-framed as a crisis within the economic system rather than a
crisis of the neoliberal capitalist economic system (Jessop, 2012). This made the neoliberal
capitalist system a landscape factor; an unproblematized context within which the
sustainability crisis needs to be solved (Feola, 2020). Consequently, neoliberal and
capitalistic assumptions are rarely challenged (Göpel, 2017, p. 115). The disappearance of
the political debate on the question of whether the sustainability crisis can be solved within
the neoliberal capitalist economic system depoliticizes the question of which directions we
should pursue to transform the economic system (Swyngedouw, 2010).
Within this depoliticized space the dominant discourses around economic transformations
focus on pro-growth trajectories, ignoring critiques of growth-oriented transformations
(Asara et al., 2015; Feola, 2020; Jackson, 2017; Latouche, 2009; Wanner, 2015; Wilhite, 2016).
Green growth and the green economy are the dominant responses to the sustainability crisis
within the neoliberal capitalist system (Wanner, 2015). These responses envision the
9

transformation as a process in which the greening of economic growth is needed make the
economic system sustainable. In this view economic growth can be decoupled from
greenhouse gas emissions and environmental degradation by technological innovation,
efficiency gains and market-based approaches (Newell, 2015; Urhammer & Røpke, 2013;
Wanner, 2015). The systemic critiques on this change trajectory are rarely considered in
dominant political debates but pose relevant questions on the possibilities of pro-growth
solutions (Feola, 2020; Newell, 2015). For example, the possibility to decouple economic
growth fast enough from greenhouse gas emissions and environmental degradation is
empirically and theoretically contested (Jackson, 2017; Parrique et al., 2019). As discussed by
Jackson (2017), the envisioned efficiency gains that are needed to decouple, are subject to
the rebound effect. The neoliberal capitalist system is set to use efficiency gains to increase
production and consumption, offsetting any positive effect from efficiency gains. Moreover,
green growth is criticized for overlooking social justice issues. There is little focus on
underlying power dynamics, carbon leakage concerns or distribution issues as causes of the
sustainability crisis, which flags a lack of focus on social justice issues (Feola, 2015; Wanner,
2015).
Figure 1 visualizes the depoliticization of trajectories for economic transformations towards
sustainability. The transformation (orange arrows) of the unsustainable Western economic
system (red circle) is dominantly envisioned within the neoliberal capitalist economic system
(bold green circle). Transformations towards economic systems outside the neoliberal
capitalist system (light green circles) are rarely discussed and considered in dominant
political debates.

Figure 1: Visualization of the depoliticization of trajectories for economic transformation towards
sustainability.
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The depoliticization of diverse trajectories for economic transformations towards
sustainability is risky on multiple levels. A lack of consideration for the critiques of
transformations within the neoliberal capitalist economic system can lead to the lock-in of a
system that is potentially not apt for solving the sustainability crisis (Stirling, 2015). Instead of
a democratized process in which multiple trajectories for progress and sustainability are
imagined and debated, there is a risk of reinforcing the status quo and ignoring or
disregarding other potentially promising trajectories, such as degrowth, prosperity without
growth or the doughnut economics (Jackson, 2017; Kallis, 2011; Raworth, 2017; Stirling, 2015;
Swanson, 2008; Swyngedouw, 2010; Wanner, 2015).
The lack of political debates and explorations of new economic trajectories is extra pressing
because there is no chance for new narratives to develop, which are important for enabling
change and developing resilient societies (Göpel, 2016; Monbiot, 2017). This thesis will
therefore seek to address if and in what ways green political parties in Europe explore new
economic trajectories.

How to transform?
Next to the question of what transformations are needed, the question of how we can
transform the economic system towards sustainability is equally important. Transformations
entail fundamental changes in the structures and agency of economic systems (Brown,
O’neill, & Fabricius, 2013, p. 101; Feola, 2015, p. 377). This makes transformations highly
complex and uncertain (Frantzeskaki, Loorbach & Meadowcroft, 2012). Many scholars
engage in the question of how economic systems can be transformed towards sustainability,
but there remains a lack of understanding on how to achieve such transformations (Feola,
2015; Patterson et al., 2015).
The inclusion of the political dimension is highly relevant for the question of how to
transform towards sustainability. However, there is an under-emphasis of the political
dimension in transformation studies. Existing studies mainly focus on policy measures for
transformations, while ignoring the political circumstances that are an important factor in
determining the success of such policies (Meadowcroft, 2011; Patterson et al., 2015). The
scale and time-horizons at which transformations need to happen to create a sustainable
economy require major decisions on regulatory changes and public investments. These
types of decisions are made through political processes, making transformations inherently
political (Meadowcroft, 2011). Understanding how transformations can be achieved will
require understanding power dynamics and contested values, as well as necessary policy
measures (Hulme, 2009). This thesis addresses the political dimension of economic
transformations as manifested through European political parties by investigating the
political decisions on directions for economic transformations and the political strategies to
achieve economic transformations.

Who transforms?

To understand in which directions the economic system is and should be transformed and
how transformations occur, the role of agency needs to be taken into account.
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Transformations towards sustainability involve many agents, broadly divided into the roles of
top-down steering and bottom-up organization (Patterson et al., 2015, p. 14; Stirling, 2015).
One such agent playing an important role in the political dimension, are political parties
(Meadowcroft, 2011). Political parties are one of the actors engaged in top-down steering,
but they are also a gateway for bottom-up ideas to manifest. They are a relevant top-down
steering agent because political parties have influence on public policy outcomes. They
exercise this direct legislative influence when they are part of the government coalition
(Gallangher, Laver, & Mair, 2011; Knill, Debus, & Heichel, 2010). However, parties that are
not part of the government can also have influence on policy outcomes, but in a more
indirect way. Being part of parliament makes parties participants of parliamentary
discussions through which they can influence each other’s standpoints (Carter, 2018, p. 124;
Gallangher et al., 2011, p. 252). In addition to being a relevant top-down agent, political
parties are also important actors in the organization of bottom-up change. Political parties
can be seen as a place for the manifestation of social interests. In this way, political parties
are a representation of public opinion (Horn, 2012, p. 48).
Specifically, green political parties are of interest in investigating economic transformations
towards sustainability. Green parties have historically engaged in debates surrounding
sustainability transformations because of their emphasis on environmental protection. The
scope of this research is limited to European green political parties, because of the focus of
this thesis on the transformation of Western economic systems and the established position
of green parties in the European political landscape (Carter, 2018). Even though European
green parties are still not ranked as one of the major political parties, their electoral gains in
the last decades demonstrate an increased interest in their ideology (Gallangher et al.,
2011). In this position they have put environmental protection on the political agenda and
influenced other parties in adopting green ideas in their manifestos (Carter, 2018, p. 124;
Gallangher et al., 2011, p. 252). Green parties are thus important agents in economic
transformations towards sustainability and could potentially politicize the debate on the
trajectories of change.
Altogether, it is evident that a transformation of the current unsustainable Western
economic system is highly complex, specifically in its depoliticized context. Politics is an
arena where this discussion can and should be opened up. This research is conducted to
investigate if, and in what ways, European green political parties express the need for
economic transformations towards sustainability. By understanding how they are working on
this topic, it is then possible to examine if there are new trajectories and narratives
developing that potentially have the ability to contribute to a transformation to a sustainable
society.

1.1 Objective & Relevance
This thesis addresses economic transformations towards sustainability and its political
dimensions. Specifically, this thesis outlines the views of European green political parties on
economic transformations and their political strategy on how to achieve them. The
sustainability crisis makes it imperative to transform our economic system in a sustainable
direction. However, the political process of societal transformations towards sustainability is
12

not well understood (Feola, 2015; Patterson et al., 2015). By exploring the views and
strategies of European green parties, this thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of
the political processes of economic transformation towards sustainability.
Exploring the views of European green political parties on economic transformations gives
insights into the question to what extent the debates on the direction of economic
transformations are politicized in the political arena. The ideas and plans of political parties
about the future of the economic system influence the political debates and set the context
for the considered solutions (Carter, 2018; Gallangher et al., 2011; Knill et al. 2010). The
dominant debates on economic transformations focus on solutions within the neoliberal
capitalist economic system. Questions that criticize the neoliberal capitalist system itself are
not asked, depoliticizing the focus on pro-growth trajectories (Feola, 2020; Göpel, 2017, p.
115; Jessop, 2012; Swyngedouw, 2010; Wanner 2014). Several scholars (Asara et al., 2015;
Feola, 2020; Jackson, 2017; Latouche, 2009; Stirling, 2015; Wanner, 2015; Wilhite, 2016)
stress the need to politicize the debates on the direction of economic transformations to
give space to a diverse range of democratically imagined transformations, ensuring the
inclusion of a resilient response to the sustainability crisis (Feola, 2020; Stirling, 2015;
Swyngedouw, 2010). However, Rivera (2018) identifies a gap in empirical research on the
(de-)politicization of economic transformations in real politics. This thesis aims to contribute
empirically to this gap by mapping the views of 12 European green political parties on
economic transformations. Thereby giving insights into the political considerations around
directions for economic transformations towards sustainability and explores if new narratives
for economic transformations are emerging.
The relevance of specifically looking at green parties lies in their potential to open-up
debates on the direction for economic transformations towards sustainability. For one, the
increased popularity of green parties demonstrates an increased interest of voters in
sustainability issues, giving green parties more leverage to advocate for economic
transformations towards sustainability (Gallanger et al., 2011, Carter, 2018). Moreover, being
the party on the political spectrum that is at the forefront of pushing for sustainability
policies brings the expectation that they will be the pioneers in this policy area. Specifically,
the historic anchoring of green parties in the ecologism ideology, which embraces the idea
of limits to growth, indicates potential interest to politicize the growth discourse of current
sustainability trajectories (Carter, 2018). Thus far, there haven’t been meta-analyses of the
views of European green parties on economic transformations. This provides the
opportunity for this thesis to uncover the views of green parties on economic
transformations and specifically on economic growth and to provide insights on which topics
European green parties converge and diverge.
This thesis aims to contribute to the knowledge on how political parties think economic
transformations towards sustainability may occur by researching the political strategies of
green parties for achieving their envisioned economic transformations. For example, by
researching the parties’ considerations for proposing incremental or radical steps. By not
only looking at the proposed views of green parties, but including their political strategies,
this thesis looks at the political system as manifested through green political parties. This
thesis illustrates how strategic considerations, influenced by the political context in which
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green parties operate, affects the parties' views on economic transformations. Overall, this
demonstrates the relevance of addressing the political strategies for economic
transformations.

1.2 Research Questions
This thesis is centered around three research questions, presented below. Each research
question is designed to contribute to the objectives of this research. Research questions 2
and 3 are Intended to support research question 1, the overarching question of this thesis.
Research question 1
To what extent do the proposed economic transformations and strategies of
European green political parties politicize the neoliberal capitalist economic
system?
Research question 2
What kind of economic transformations, if any, do European green political
parties promote?
Research question 3
Which strategies do European green political parties propose to achieve the
envisioned economic transformations?
Research question 1 addresses the normative question of directions for economic
transformations. This thesis argues for politicizing the question of whether economic
transformations should occur within or outside the hegemonic neoliberal capitalistic
economic system. Research question 1 investigates whether green political parties are
politicizing the trajectories for economic transformations to this extent. Research question 2
aims to give an overview of the economic transformations proposed by European green
political parties. The methodological chapter explains how this question is operationalized
with the help of the Q methodology. Research question 3 focuses specifically on the
proposed strategies of European green parties to achieve their envisioned economic
transformations, addressing the objective to get a better understanding of how economic
transformations occur within their political context.
Following this introduction, the conceptual framework outlines the main theoretical
concepts applied in this research: transformations towards sustainability, economic
transformations and green environmental politics. The methodology chapter explains the
methodological steps, including a description of the Q methodology and the interview
design. Thereafter the two result chapters discuss the views and strategies for economic
transformations of the participating green parties. Followed by a chapter that discusses
these results in relation to the conceptual framework. Lastly, the conclusion elaborates on
the answers to the research questions.
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2. Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework of this research is based on three key concepts: transformations
towards sustainability, economic transformations and green environmental politics. These
three key concepts jointly help in answering the research questions of this thesis. The
concept of transformations toward sustainability helps to give insights into the
conceptualization of transformations in sustainable direction by discussing agency, the
multilevel characteristics of transformations and the extent of the radicality of change of
transformations. This contributes to an understanding of how green political parties then
strategize to transform the economic system (RQ3). This research focuses on transformations
proposed for the economic system specifically. As a result, special attention is paid to the
different economic transformations discussed in the scientific literature (RQ2). Within this
research the political dimensions of economic transformations are taken into account. This is
not only done by researching economic transformations from the perspective of political
parties, but also by analyzing the political context of the proposed economic
transformations. Green environmental politics helps in conceptualizing and analyzing the
political dimensions, by discussing green political ideologies, economic modernization,
green political parties and the politics of the economic growth debate. The three main
concepts of this thesis are visualized in Figure 2 and are discussed in the remainder of this
chapter.

Figure 2: Conceptual framework to analyze economic transformations and strategies proposed by
European green political parties.
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2.1 Transformations towards Sustainability
Before delving into the definitions and different conceptualizations of transformations it is
important to define the system model in which transformations occur. The system model
under study by different transformation and transitions scholars entails the interaction
between humans and biophysical and technological components, often called socioecological-technical systems (Feola, 2015). The socio-technological-ecological system is
defined in this thesis as the overarching system, the ‘relationships between parts that form a
larger whole’ in which subsystems interact (O’Brien, 2018, p.156). There are different
subsystems identified within socio-technical-ecological systems, for example the political,
social, economic, ecological, technological, institutional and cultural system (Patterson et al.,
2015). These subsystems are often explored as specific research domains to study different
dimensions of change. This research focuses specifically on the economic system but does
not place the economic system outside of its context and interaction with other subsystems.
Section 2.2 further defines the economic system and economic transformations, but first the
concept of transformations in general is further explored.
The concept of societal transformations, or simply transformations, is increasingly used in
studying the responses to global environmental change. The terms system change and
transitions are often used interchangeably for transformations (e.g. Geels & Schot 2007 and
Savaget et al., 2019). In general, a transformation is a metaphor for a process of fundamental
change in society. This change is called fundamental because it is commonly seen as a
change that entails shifts in the structures and agency of socio-technical-ecological systems
(Brown et al., 2013, p. 101; Feola, 2015, p. 377). It differs also from regular change because
transformations are dealing with high levels of uncertainty due to the complexity of
problems (Frantzeskaki et al., 2012).
However, there is no consensus on the conceptualization of transformations in social
sciences. Different scholars have developed their own concept of transformations, which are
all built upon different assumptions and theoretical perspectives (Patterson et al., 2015,
p.25). The conceptualizations of transformation diverge in how they define a system, the
form and temporal range of a transformation, if the cause of change is deliberate or
emergent and whether outcomes of a transformation are prescriptive or descriptive
(Sztompka, 1993 in: Feola, 2015, p.379). The relevant debates around different
conceptualizations of transformations that help give a better understanding of the economic
transformations proposed by the green parties, are discussed in the remainder of section
2.1. First, a broad definition of transformations is given.
This research uses transformations towards sustainability as an umbrella term following
Stirling (2015) and Patterson et al. (2017). A transformation is therefore broadly defined as ‘a
process of alteration of the fundamental attributes of a system, including structures and
institutions, infrastructures, regulatory systems, financing regimes, as well as attitudes and
practices, lifestyles, policies and power relations’ (Hackman & St. Clair, 2013, pp. 135–137).
Transformations are also understood as deliberate processes with agency, which is further
discussed in section 2.1.1.
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With this definition of transformations, diverse views on transformations are encompassed,
which gives the opportunity to analyze the different interpretations from green parties of
(economic) transformations towards sustainability. Views are the ideas that parties have on
which transformations are needed to make the economic system sustainable. This could also
be called a vision for change, not to be confused with a vision, which is conceptualized as
the end goal parties strive for. Reflecting back on the definition of transformations in the
previous paragraph, parties could address different elements in their views on economic
transformations. By looking at the views of green political parties, this thesis set out to
investigate which aspects of transformations green parties focus on in their pursuit for a
sustainable economy.

2.1.1 Conceptualizing transformations toward sustainability system

To get a better understanding of how transformations can be achieved, this section
discusses transformation as a deliberate process with agency. To better understand the
different levels at which a ‘process of alteration of the fundamental attributes of a system’
(Hackman & St. Clair, 2013, pp. 135–137) takes place, this section dives into the three
spheres of transformations: personal, political, and practical (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013).
Transformations as a deliberate process with different types of agency
There is broad consensus in transformation theories that transformations entail both
emergent and deliberative processes (Feola, 2015; Nelson, Adger & Brown, 2007; O’Brien,
2012). This research puts an emphasis on deliberate transformation processes,
acknowledging the possibility for green parties to steer, navigate or manage transformation
processes, rather than the transformation being an unintended consequence. Deliberate
transformations are especially relevant because there is a focus on working towards a
particular end goal (O’Brien, 2012). Transformations towards a specific end goal are
investigated in this research by analyzing the vision of green parties for the economic
system. Within deliberate transformations there is a central role for agency. Several scholars
(e.g. O’Brien & Sygna, 2013; Patterson et al., 2015; Westley et al., 2011) stress the
importance of understanding the role and different sources of agency in transformations.
This research highlights agency of green parties by looking at their (perceived) agency, but
also by analyzing how the parties assign agency to different actors and institutions in their
proposed transformations.
There are different ideas on the extent to which transformations can be deliberately
managed and who are the main agents. Due to the complexity of systems and the nonlinearity of transformations, there is broad recognition that transformations cannot be
directly and fully managed: ‘Transformations are not directly manageable; rather it is a case
of allowing the transformation process to develop into a certain direction by creating the
respective framework conditions’ (WBGU, 2011, p.107). Stirling (2015) criticizes the strong
emphasis on the management of transformations by transition theorists. Stirling (2015)
explains this by making a distinction between transitions and transformations. The focus on
managing transitions brings too much emphasis on technological innovations which are
developed within incumbent structures, ignoring the political dimension which leaves
incumbent powers and the end goals they propose unchallenged. He discerns
transformations as processes of change that ‘entails more plural, emergent and unruly
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political re-alignments, involving social and technological innovations driven by diversely
incommensurable knowledges, challenging incumbent structures and pursuing contending
(even unknown) ends’ (Stirling, 2015, p.54). Stirling (2015) argues for bottom-up changes
within transformations to ensure the needed radical transformations. In this way, multiple,
possible promising, trajectories are included and lock-ins, which reduces the diversity of
ideas imagined, favorable for the incumbent powers, could be avoided.
Patterson et al. (2015) and Westley et al. (2011) argue however, that top-down steering also
plays an important role in transformations towards sustainability. They emphasize that topdown governance, in the form of purposive governance, and bottom-up organization are
both needed to achieve deep social change. Top-down steering should not be approached
as cockpit-ism, a situation in which (global) institutions are seen as the only actors that could
address global problems, but it should be used to enable bottom-up initiatives to flourish
(Hajer et al., 2015). In this way, top-down steering should go beyond incumbent structures
and open up political spaces to create collective action by democratizing transformation
processes.
With the complex interactions between top-down steering and bottom-up organization it is
to be expected that the transformation processes will not be proceeding smoothly but will
be a struggle with unpredictable outcomes (Feola, 2015; Geels, Berkhout & Van Vuuren,
2016). This raises the question of how transformations towards sustainability can be
achieved. Several scholars comment that there will not be one transformation with a
blueprint for change, but instead incremental change will be required (Feola, 2015;
Ferguson, 2015; Schmitz, 2015). It is questioned if those incremental changes will in the end
lead to transformative change and the needed restructuring of society. However, with many
different views on the direction of transformation and the associated political struggles,
incremental steps seem also to be the more feasible path (Scoones, Stirling & Leach, 2015,
p.8). Kates et al. (2012) urge that a sole focus on incremental change will be insufficient. To
ensure that incremental changes eventually lead to systemic transformations, several
scholars propose that incremental changes need to be embedded within a transformative
agenda. This means that incremental change should not be standalone, but rather have
purpose to facilitate deeper systemic transformations (Levin, Cashore, Bernstein & Auld,
2012; Patterson et al., 2015). By specifically investigating the strategies of green parties to
achieve their envisioned transformations, this thesis aims to get a better understanding of
how parties perceive to be able to transform the economic system.
Three spheres of transformations
O’Brien & Sygna (2013) developed a useful framework that contributes to a better
understanding of how transformations come about. In the three spheres of transformation
these scholars conceptualize transformations as ‘a process that takes place across three
embedded and interacting spheres’ (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013, p.4). These three spheres
demonstrate different entry points for green parties to transform the economic system.
Figure 3 illustrates the three spheres of transformations.
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Figure 3: The three spheres of transformations (adapted from O'Brien & Sygna, 2013, p.5 after
Sharma, 2007). The three spheres represent different levels of transformations (the practical,
political and personal). Transformations on each level are needed to achieve sustainability.

The inner practical sphere represents behavioral change, technological and social
innovations and institutional reforms. On this level (sustainability) targets and goals are
located and outcomes are observable and can be measured. Therefore, this sphere receives
the most attention by policymakers (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013, p.4). An example of a
transformation on this level are emission reduction targets for high polluting sectors. In the
middle the political sphere can be found, depicting systems and structures. On this level the
rules of the game for the practical sphere are created and managed through political
processes and collective action. Going back to the emission reduction targets example from
the practical sphere, on the political sphere it is determined which actors have agency to set
emission reduction targets and which institutions and rules are established to create
accountability for achieving the targets. Systems and structures are created over time
through shared interests, understandings, but also through conflict (O’Brien, 2018, p.156).
The economic system, focal point of this study, is represented on this level. However,
changing subsystems such as the economic system is done on all three levels. This
demonstrates the interaction between the different spheres and this research addressed
transformations on all three levels. The outer sphere represents the personal sphere. The
personal sphere embodies individual as well as collective transformations in beliefs, values
and paradigms. Changes on this level are very complex and abstract and cannot be steered
directly (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013, p.6). Meadows (1999), who conceptualized system change
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through twelve leverage points, concludes that transformations on the personal sphere are
most influential and powerful.

2.2 Economic transformations towards sustainability
This thesis focuses on economic transformations proposed by green parties. Although the
above discussed conceptualizations of transformations are relevant to understand economic
transformations, it is important to zoom-in on the specificities of economic transformations.
Economic transformations and the economic system are defined and characterized in
section 2.2.1. To get a better understanding of the economic transformations proposed by
green parties, section 2.2.2 elaborates on economic worldviews within the economic system,
the pro-growth and post-growth discourses and economic transformations proposed in the
scientific literature.

2.2.1 Defining and characterizing economic transformations and the economic system
Economic transformations are transformations specifically aimed at fundamentally changing
the economic system. An economic system is defined as ‘a means by which societies or
governments organize and distribute available resources, services, and goods across a
geographic region or country. Economic systems regulate the factors of production,
including land, capital, labor, and physical resources. An economic system encompasses
many institutions, agencies, entities, decision-making processes, and patterns of
consumption that comprise the economic structure of a given community’ (Corporate
Finance Institute, n.d.).
The current economic system can be characterized as a neoliberal capitalistic economy.
Capitalism is a set of social practices with the aim to accumulate capital (Buch-Hansen, 2018,
p. 158; Jackson, 2017, p. 105). On a competitive market the means of production are
privately-owned, and profit is the defining motive (Jackson, 2017; Martínez-Alier, Pascual,
Vivien, & Zaccai, 2010, p. 1741). Neoliberalism is the current dominant ideology that sets the
standards for how the capitalist economy is organized. It holds that pursuit of maximization
of profit is needed in order to maximize human flourishing. Individuals and businesses are
seen as utility maximizing entities. To achieve profit and utility maximization, ideas of a free
market, deregulation of the financial market, privatization of public utilities and austerity are
strived for. This has led to an economic system that relies on continual exponential growth
(Buch-Hansen, 2018, p. 158; Jackson, 2017, p. 20; Martínez-Alier et al., 2010, p. 1741).
Economic growth is not inherent to capitalism, but the stability of a capitalistic economy is
based on economic growth. This is the case because the capitalistic dynamics of increased
(labor) productivity, increased credit and increased spending drive economic growth and
avoid economic collapse. To make sure the economy keeps growing governments
incentivize consumption growth (Jackson, 2017).

2.2.2 Economic worldviews, meta-discourses and different economic transformations
Within the scientific literature different economic transformations towards sustainability are
proposed. Those different ideas on economic transformations are embedded in different
economic worldviews. In society those economic worldviews become evident in two metadiscourses: pro-growth and post-growth. In both discourses different ideas for economic
transformations are developed, of which the most important ones are described in this
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section. Figure 4 gives an overview of the relations between the relevant economic
worldviews, meta-discourses and economic transformations.

Figure 4: The relations between the relevant economic worldviews, meta-discourses and
economic transformations
Economic Worldviews
Economic worldviews are underlying the differences in suggested economic transformation
towards sustainability. A different worldview may lead to different understandings of the
problem and suggested solutions (Spangenberg, 2016). Therefore, it is important to
understand the relevant economic worldviews that form the basis for envisioned economic
transformations. Two distinct economic worldviews can be identified in Western cultures: the
worldview of environmental economics and the worldview of ecological economics
(Spangenberg, 2016).
The economic worldview of environmental economics is based on the worldview of
neoclassical economics. In this worldview, people are seen as self-centered, utility
maximizing entities. The social vision is one of a free market, in which everything can be
reduced to an exchange value. The economy is the meta system of society and in its cyclical
process, goods, paid labor, natural resources and money are exchanged. In this worldview
the environment is a part of the economic system and should be accounted for by valuing
the resource throughput (Spangenberg, 2016, pp.131-133). In contrast, ecological
economists see the economy as subsystem and the environment as the meta-system.
Humans are both self-centered and they are altruistic, and they also appreciate noninstrumental values. For society they envision intra- and intergenerational justice and
environmental limits for economic activities (Spangenberg, 2016, pp.134-135). The anchoring
of worldviews in society happens through discourses (Spangenberg, 2016, p.141). Discourses
could be defined as ‘the views and narratives of the actors involved (norms, values,
definitions of problems and approaches to solutions)’ (Liefferink, 2006, p.48). For this thesis
the discourses involve views and narratives around economic transformations. The next
section elaborates on the two discourses connected to the above explained worldviews.
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Pro-growth vs. post-growth discourse
In society the two aforementioned worldviews are translated into two discourses about
sustainable economies: the pro-growth and post-growth discourses (Spangenberg, 2016;
Urhammer & Røpke, 2013). Their main divide is based on their stance on the dilemma of
growth. The dilemma of growth is about the desirability of the pursuit of economic growth in
a sustainable economy. On the one hand, economic growth is the main provider of wealth
and social and economic stability, on the other hand economic growth is directly correlated
with environmental degradation and increased inequalities (Jackson, 2017). This relationship
between economic growth, the environment and human flourishing, is a central aspect in
the debate about economic transformations towards sustainability (Drews & Reese, 2018, p.
763). Pro-growth and post-growth are the two main discourses through which this dilemma
is confronted. Pro-growth corresponds closely to the worldview of environmental economics
and post-growth to the worldview of ecological economics.
In the pro-growth discourse, economic growth is perceived as compatible with sustainability
(Jackson, 2017; Urhammer & Røpke, 2013). To solve the issue of environmental degradation
caused by economic growth, the two processes should be decoupled from each other. This
decoupling can be achieved with the help of technological innovations and a monetary
valuation of natural capital (Ferguson, 2015, pp. 20–21). In this way externalities get
internalized and the market functions will decrease environmental degradation by correcting
the misallocation of capital (Levidow, 2014, p. 7). Moreover, economic growth is deemed
vital in the achievement of societal goals like human flourishing, social stability, employment
and increased wellbeing, and should therefore not be abandoned (Muraca, 2012, p. 540).
Thus, the dilemma of growth is approached by proposing a green version of economic
growth, instead of conventional economic growth. Next to that, in this discourse a relevant
pragmatic argument is highlighted. A green version of the conventional economy is seen as
the only political feasible way to achieve a sustainable economy. A pathway that critiques
economic growth will encounter major political resistance (Ferguson, 2015, p.22).
In the post-growth discourse, economic growth in its current form is regarded as
incompatible with sustainability. The statement that economic growth can be decoupled
from environmental degradation and resource use in absolute ways, is opposed (Herring,
2006; Jackson, 2017, pp. 84–87; Parrique et al., 2019). Empirical research shows that the
improvement of efficiency in the production leads to an increase of resource use instead of a
decrease because resources become cheaper, this is called the Jevons Paradox or the
rebound effect (Schneider et al., 2010). Next to that, the claim that economic growth is
needed for an increase in wellbeing and happiness is contested. As income inequality has
risen with economic growth, happiness and wellbeing levels have stagnated or even
decreased (Jackson, 2017, p. 56). Thus, in this discourse, a sustainable economy has a stable
throughput of materials and energy and respects the limits imposed by planetary
boundaries (Daly, 1974; Jackson, 2017; Urhammer & Røpke, 2013). New ways of social
stability and human flourishing ought to be strived for, in which human flourishing is less
driven by material consumption and more by social relations, strong communities and
meaningful participation (Urhammer & Røpke, 2013, p. 66).
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The two discourses diverge in their radicality of change. The suggested pathways in the progrowth discourse stay within the neoliberal capitalistic economy and are therefore changes
within the system. The changes proposed in the post-growth discourse are more radical and
suggest a transformation away from the neoliberal capitalistic economy, which means that
they envision system change (Jessop, 2012, p. 19).
Proposed economic transformations
Within the two above discussed discourses different kinds of economic transformations are
proposed. This part describes the most prominent prevailing approaches. The green
economy and green growth are the main approaches within the pro-growth discourse. The
green new deal can fall under both discourses. And within the post-growth discourse the
prosperity without growth, degrowth and steady state economy approaches are discussed
(See figure 3). It should be noted that overlap exists between the different approaches,
therefore the following part focuses on the most prominent distinctions between the
approaches.
• Green economy and green growth
The green economy and green growth are related concepts within the pro-growth
discourse, and they are used interchangeably. Both concepts are commonly used by
intergovernmental organizations such as the United Nations Environmental Programme
(UNEP), the Word Bank (WB) and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) (Urhammer & Røpke, 2013; Ferguson, 2015, pp.22-23). They propose a
pathway for the economy in which conventional economic growth is greened with the help
of technological innovations (Ferguson, 2015; Urhammer & Røpke, 2013; Lorek &
Spangenberg, 2014). These technological innovations will increase energy and resource
efficiencies, and thus reduce or eliminate harmful emissions (Lorek & Spangenberg, 2014).
Between the two concepts different distinctions are made by different authors and
institutions, the most important distinctions are discussed below.
Green growth is defined by Jacobs (2013, p.4) as: ‘economic growth (growth of gross
domestic product or GDP) which also achieves significant environmental protection’. The
name of this approach already shows that there is a strong focus on economic growth. This
approach states that economic output needs to keep growing to increase national wealth
and for the development of green innovations. Therefore, ways have to be found to green
economic growth (Lorek & Spangenberg, 2014, p.3). With this approach comes a strong
belief in the possibility of an absolute decoupling between economic growth and
environmental degradation, because otherwise economic growth will not be compatible
with a sustainable society (Ferguson, 2015, p.21-22; Jackson, 2017, p.71). In this way the
economy can keep growing while impacts on the planet decrease towards zero. Especially
the WB and OECD are strongly in favor of this pathway towards a sustainable economy
(Urhammer & Røpke, 2013, p.65). Green growth is sometimes also called inclusive growth,
smart growth or sustainable growth.
UNEP (In: Urhammer & Røpke, 2013, p.65) defines the green economy as ‘a system of
economic activities related to the production, distribution and consumption of goods and
services that result in improved human well-being over the long term, while not exposing
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further generations to significant environmental risks or ecological scarcities’. In this
definition economic growth is not mentioned, this shows that the green economy
transformation is more agnostic about economic growth then the green growth
transformation (Urhammer & Røpke, 2013, p.65; Ferguson, 2015, p.24). However, within the
green economy transformation, green economic growth is often promoted (Lorek &
Spangenberg, 2014, p.3). Next, the green economy approach also takes future generations
into account in their pursuit of wellbeing, where the green growth emphasis focuses mainly
on the wellbeing of the current generation (Urhammer & Røpke, 2013, p.65).
• The green new deal
The green new deal was revived as response to the financial crisis in 2008. Governments
wanted to give a new impulse to the economy and create green jobs by creating a fiscal
stimulus package with investments in green innovations and the public sector (Mastini, Kallis
& Hickel, 2021). This is called a green Keynesian way out of the crisis. However, as results
from this plan didn’t show fast enough, governments went back to austerity policies
(Jackson, 2017, pp. 37-43). Since the financial crisis the green new deal has known many
different kinds of interpretations. The interpretations of the concept of the green new deal
range from neoliberal inflected ideas in which the market and economic growth are central
to a critical view on growth with an emphasis on redistribution of growth (Jessop, 2012,
pp.21-23; Urhammer & Røpke, 2015, p.65). Therefore, the green new deal can be both a progrowth as well as a post-growth proposal.
The most recent iteration of the green new deal, the European Green Deal (European
Commission, 2019), could be classified as a pro-growth proposal. Just like the new iterations
on the green new deal in the U.S. (see for example Senators Sanders’ Green New Deal plan
(Sanders, 2019) and the Green New Deal law proposal by Congress woman Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez and Senator Ed Markey (House Resolution 109, 2019), the European Green
Deal promotes major public investments to stimulate climate mitigation, employment and
social justice. Both iterations do emphasis the need for economic growth, but they go
beyond market policies by promoting strong governmental interventions in economic and
social structures (Mastini, Kallis & Hickel, 2021). The European Green Deal integrates a progrowth perspective, by promoting economic growth and assuming the possibility to
decouple economic growth from resource use (Parrique, 2019, p.705). The European Green
Deal even refers to itself as a ‘new growth strategy’ (European Commission, 2019, p.2)
However, there are still several academic and activist efforts to promote a post-growth
interpretation of the new iterations of a green new deal. For example, the Green New Deal
for Europe Initiative advocates for the integration of degrowth inspired proposals in the
European Green Deal (Parrique, 2019, p.705).
• Prosperity without growth
Prosperity without growth focuses on redefining prosperity. In the conventional economic
system, prosperity is achieved by the pursuit of economic growth, generating higher
incomes, which leads to an increase in wellbeing. This way of achieving prosperity is built on
continuous growth of material consumption (Jackson, 2017, p.23). Jackson (2017), the main
author of the prosperity without growth approach, states that this is not the best way to
achieve prosperity. First of all, this kind of consumption and material driven economic
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growth leads to the exceeding of environmental limits. Secondly, he makes the case that
prosperity is not best served by relentless consumption growth, as this does not linearly
increase wellbeing. The symbolic role we have given to consumer products leads to
positional and status consumption. Abandoning the consumer economy could have a
positive effect on human wellbeing (Jackson, 2017, p. 117).
There is a key role for governments to restructure the market so that it services human
wellbeing within the planetary boundaries. Newly established structures should focus on the
development of human capabilities to flourish and participate in society in less materialistic
ways (Jackson, 2017, p.61). In this way, this transformation focuses on the development of
human prosperity within the limits of a finite planet and fair distribution of resources. The
growth imperative should be abandoned, which frees society from the urge for unbounded
material consumption growth. Within this society, focused on prosperity and equality, lowgrowth can still exist, but is not the aim and focus. This signals an agnostic stance towards
growth, moving away from a debate on economic growth towards a discussion on how the
economy can be organized differently.
A relevant conceptualization of a differently organized economy which is not based on
economic growth is the doughnut economy by Raworth (2017). The doughnut symbolizes an
outer sphere that represents the planetary boundaries that should not be crossed and an
inner sphere that symbolizes the minimal social conditions that need to be met. The save
operating space for the economy should be within these two spheres. As long as we operate
between these two spheres it does not matter whether the economy is growing or not, we
can be agnostic about it (Raworth, 2017, p.245).
• Degrowth and steady state economy
Degrowth is a social activist movement that has, next to its academic roots, a strong
grassroots branch. Where prosperity without growth focuses on the reform of economic
structures, degrowth has a more radical approach. They envision a cultural shift that goes
beyond economic thinking and the imperative of growth and entails a new way of living
together (Kallis, 2011). The transformation towards this new way of living should happen in a
democratic manner and involves a focus on human relations instead of market relations, a
more equal distribution of wealth, a move towards local communities and conviviality and
care for our ecosystems and commons. This way of living is not reached due to the
hegemonic focus on economism and therefore degrowth is foremost a critique on economic
growth. Degrowth is defined as ‘an equitable downscaling of production and consumption
that increases human well-being and enhances ecological conditions at local and global
level, in the short and long term’ (Schneider et al., 2010, p.512). An outcome of the
downscaling of material throughput, is that the economy, in terms of gross domestic
product (GDP), will shrink. Degrowing GDP is not a goal in itself, but this does not mean that
there should be an agnostic attitude towards economic growth (also called a-growth).
Latouche (2009) emphasizes that selective degrowth is therefore needed in which resources
are redistributed, the material throughput decreases, and public investment is reallocated to
public sectors that benefit society.
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Degrowth is often seen as a path towards a steady state economy (Kerschner, 2010).
Following Daly (1974) a steady state economy is an economy in which there is a constant
throughput of materials and a stable population level and capital stock. After a period of
downscaling the economy, like the degrowth movements suggests, a stable and sustainable
level for the economy can be reached. Both approaches see the degrowth pathway
foremost as a trajectory for the global North. In this way they create ecological space for the
global South to meet its basic needs and to develop its own pathway (D’Alisa, Demaria, &
Kallis, 2015, p. 5; Kerschner, 2010, p. 548).
However, there are some differences between degrowth and the steady state economy
transformations. Where degrowth emphasizes new ways of living by going beyond the
dominant economic paradigm, the steady state economy focuses primarily on the stabilizing
of the material throughput by economy reforms (Kallis, 2011, p.875). Another divergence of
the Degrowth movement from the steady state economy transformation is the critical view
of the Degrowth movement on the foundational institutions of the capitalist market
economy. Within the Degrowth movement it is debated that these foundational institutions
cannot support degrowth and enter a phase of steady state in a sustainable way. A
capitalistic system needs to grow, otherwise debts will rise, credits will become scarce and
unemployment will rise. The foundational institutions of capitalism that drive this need to
grow are wage labor, private property and competition and allocation steered by prices. So,
these basic institutions of capitalism need to change in order to transform to a sustainable
steady state (Kallis, 2011, p.875; Latouche, 2009, p.90).

2.3 Green environmental politics
The previous section illustrated different visions of economic transformations prevailing in
the scientific literature. Within political theory there are also different views on a sustainable
society and economy relevant to explore for this thesis. It is a political process which views
will dominate the debate, and which ones will be implemented. This section describes the
prevailing green political ideologies and dives into ecological modernization. Economic
transformations are explored from the perspective of the green political party family in this
thesis. The third part of this section gives a brief overview of their history and explores their
structures and strategies. The last part discusses how the economic growth debate is
playing out in current politics.

2.3.1 Green political ideology

The development of a green political ideology is a response to environmental issues and the
emergence of anthropocentric thinking since the industrial revolution (Newell, 2019). The
ideology of industrialism is described as ‘an adherence to the belief that human needs can
only be met through the permanent expansion of the processes of production and
consumption’ (Porritt, as cited in Newell, 2019, p.30). It places humans at the center of the
universe and values only human needs, also called anthropocentric thinking. In response the
green political ideology emerged, with at its core the principles of non-human values, limits
to growth, a critique on the global economy, social and intergenerational justice and
grassroots democracy (Carter, 2018; Connelly & Smith, 2003; Newell, 2019). Specifically,
limits to growth, the belief in material scarcity and the egalitarian stance of equality between
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humans and non-human nature, distinct the green ideology from other political ideologies
(Connelly & Smith, 2003, p.52).
The umbrella of green political ideology holds a wide spectrum of positions and
approaches, historically broken down in environmentalism and ecologism (sometimes also
referred to as respectively reformism and radicalism or light-green and dark-green) (Dobson,
2000; Harrison & Boyd, 2003, p.275). Ecologism envisions a radical change of the current
system that re-orients the relation of humans, the economy and politics with the natural
world. This reorientation means a focus on human-nature relations, away from the
technology and growth imperative (Dobson, 2000). Environmentalism is an ideology that
believes environmental problems can be solved within the current system, without
fundamental changes that challenge present values and the status quo. This entails a focus
on technological developments and global institutional (re-)arrangements (Dobson, 2000).
The binary distinction between environmentalism and ecologism is, however, widely
debated and criticized (Barry, 1999; Newell, 2019).
The dichotomy implies a divide in core values and principles in the green political ideology,
which is contested by several scholars (Barry, 1999; Newell, 2019). While environmentalists
do not explicitly articulate the need for a complete re-orientation of the economic, social
and political structures, they share the critiques on the system and the global economy. The
difference lies more in the strategic approach taken within environmentalism. To attract
broader public support, avoid alienation and strengthen collaboration with relevant
stakeholders such as governments and businesses, environmentalists focus on concrete
solutions for pressing environmental threats rather than presenting system critiques (Newell,
2019, p.28). This thesis approaches ecologism and environmentalism not as two separate
ideologies but as different perspectives within the broader framework of the green political
ideology. As in every political ideology, different perspectives on values, strategies and
politics exist. The common basis for the green political ideology are the core values and
principles described in the first paragraph of section 2.3.1.

2.3.2 Ecological Modernization

Ecological modernization is a conceptualization of environmentalism and has great impact
on the present political debate on sustainability in advanced industrialized countries.
Ecological modernization scholars make the case for institutional environmental reforms,
renouncing the focus of social environmental scientists on the, in their view, too pessimistic
outlooks of environmental deterioration (Mol, Spaargaren & Sonnenfeld, 2014). Ecological
modernization focuses on greening of industrialization processes and, in a later stage, green
consumerism, in combination with institutional reforms that internalize cost of environmental
damages with the prevention pays principles directly addressed at businesses (Hajer, 1995;
Mol & Spaargaren, 2000; Spaargaren, 2003). These processes should lead to
dematerialization and decoupling, reconciling economic growth and environmental
protection and rejecting a radical transformation of the neoliberal capitalist economic
system in the short term (Carter, 2018, p.232). The reconciliation of economic growth and
environmental protection places ecological modernization in line with the earlier discussed
pro-growth discourse.
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Ecological modernization is criticized on multiple accounts. A narrow interpretation of
ecological modernization could lead to an overemphasis on technological fixes, leading to
the omission of structural causes of the sustainability crisis and social justice issues (Connelly
& Smith, 2003, p.66; Carter, 2018, pp.234-237). A more recent interpretation of ecological
modernization, post-environmentalism, presented in the Ecomodernist Manifesto,
represents such a narrower interpretation of ecological modernization (Asafu-Adjaye, et al.,
2015). The strong emphasis on solar and nuclear power, urbanization and intensive hightech agriculture is critiqued for its strong belief in decoupling of resource and land-use from
economic activities and its unbalanced focus on Western economies, neglecting global
justice issues (Collard, Dempsey & Sundberg 2016; Kallis, 2015). In general, ecological
modernization is characterized as having a strong pro-growth outlook (Kallis & Bliss, 2019,
p.467). This could explain the wide political support in national and international political
arenas, as it could be used to avoid political discussions about economic growth and the
neoliberal capitalist economic system.

2.3.3 Green political parties

Green political parties emerged in the 1970s and 1980s as a political response to increasing
environmental degradation and the rise of post-materialistic values (Newell, 2019, p.21).
During this time green parties evolved from green social movements and they started
participating in local and national elections in several European countries. They started out
as radical parties that had a mission to disrupt the established political order (Carter, 2018,
p. 86; Gallangher et al., 2011, p. 252). In general, the greens are not easy to place on the leftright political spectrum, nor do they like to be placed on this spectrum (Harrison & Boyd,
2003, p.278). Due to their ecological imperative, they could be placed on the ecocentric side
of O’Riordan’s (1981) technocentric-ecocentric dimension of perspectives on environmental
protection. The ecocentric side includes views on limits to growth, an appreciation of
complexities of ecosystems and an emphasis on non-material values, while the
technocentric side includes the belief there are no limits to growth, is committed to the
imperative of unlimited economic growth to fulfil material values and a belief in
technological solutions. Although these issues are not clearly represented by the right-left
spectrum, in general it could be said that green parties could be placed more on the leftside of the political spectrum (Carter, 2018, p.78).
Green parties in Europe have electorally grown in the last three decades, but they are still
not a major player compared to the established political parties. In the last three decades
their average electoral gain in European countries increased from 1% to 6% of the votes.
(Carter, 2018, p.87; Gallangher et al., 2011, p.252). Since their emergence, green parties
entered government coalitions in several countries like, Belgium, Finland, Sweden, Germany
and Ireland (Carter, 2018, p.86; Gallangher et al., 2011, p. 252). The green parties are united
on the European level in 2004 as the European Green Party. In the last elections (2019) for
the European parliament (and after the rearrangement of seats due to the Brexit) the
European Greens won 73 of the 705 seats, making them the fifth largest political group in
the European parliament (European Parliament, 2020).
During the last three decades the green parties developed their structures and strategies,
which led consequently to internal debates. This thesis explicitly investigates the strategies
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of green parties to transform the economic system. Strategies are broadly defined as the
ways in which parties try to influence legislation, policy outcomes, and transformations.
Turning an ideology into a strategy is difficult is a difficult task. Ecological principles have to
be pursued in the context of the need to win electoral votes (Harrison & Boyd, 2003, p.278).
This requires decisions on the strategic and programmatic level. Conflicts on these decisions
come mostly down to strategic disputes between fundamentalists and realists (Carter, 2018,
p.99). On an organizational level, fundamentalists endorse the principles of a grassroots
democracy in which members have the most important voice and realists lobby for
increased centrality and strong leadership which advances electoral gain. The shift from a
fundamentalist view to a realist view is most visible in the parliamentary strategies of green
parties. They started out as radical parties that were anti-establishment, which meant they
were not prepared to join a government coalition as this implies compromising their ideals.
But over time, realists claimed that representation as opposition alone did not create
enough influence on policy outcomes and being part of the government coalition would
increase their influence (Connelly & Smith, 2003, pp.88-89; Knill et al., 2010). The strategic
development from radical opposition party to coalition member is visible in the fact that
several green parties have been part of the government coalition in the last three decades.
This trend is also called the normalization and centralization of green parties (Carter, 2018,
p.127; Miragliotta & Jackson, 2015).
Next to influencing policies as part of the government, green parties also have an important
indirect influence on the parliamentarian debates. As green parties get increasingly more
votes, they show other parties that environmental protection is an important issue among
voters. By putting green issues on the agenda and showing public support for these topics,
they have greened policy ideas of other parties (Carter, 2018, p. 124; Gallangher et al., 2011,
p. 252). Green parties do however criticize established parties for merely greenwashing their
policies by not challenging economic issues and consumer patterns in their policy plans and
focusing on technocentric solutions. They claim that this form of ecological modernization
will not achieve the needed transformation towards a sustainable society and is therefore
only used for electoral gain (Connelly & Smith, 2003, p.85). There is a risk for the green
parties of losing their unique position as advocates for ecological values. Both the
developments of the normalization of green parties and the uptake of green ideas by other
parties diffuses the green position green parties claimed for themselves. Voters who want to
cast a vote in favor of green policies could now also turn to other parties who put green
policies on their agenda. Moreover, green parties can no longer position themselves as
purely anti-establishment since they join government coalitions which requires making
compromises (Harrison & Boyd, 2003; Poguntke, 2002).

2.3.4 Growth debates in politics

Taking a closer look at the economic growth debate in the political arena, shows that
economic growth is a policy goal in and of itself. Moreover, economic growth is seen as a
means to advance other policy goals. For example, employment for all citizens is often
strived for by governments and politicians and it is assumed that the pursuit of economic
growth will advance this policy goal. Economic growth in itself is rarely debated in
parliaments and only done remarkably seldom by green parties (Rivera, 2018, p. 4). However,
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there is empirical evidence that politicians or political actors do critique economic growth on
an individual level (Berg & Hukkinen, 2011; Rivera, 2018).
So why is there rarely a fundamental political debate on economic growth and is this topic
depoliticized in the political arena? This question is very complicated, and there are multiple
processes that play a role. There are three explanations that are commonly discussed in the
literature. First, it is a politically contested and complicated issue. The alternative to
economic growth, is zero or negative growth. Within a growing economy there will be more
to distribute by politicians, the pie is growing. With zero or negative growth, difficult
distributional choices will have to be made because there is less or the same amount to
divide. This creates complicated distributional issues for politicians and governments. Next
to that, collective action issues will arise. If a government decides to abandon economic
growth, but surrounding countries do not make this decision, the former country will have a
competitive disadvantage (Green, 2010). This makes the European Union an important actor
for the transformation towards sustainability. Secondly, no strong new narratives for
alternative sustainable economies have been developed yet. It is politically difficult to
critique economic growth when there is no strong and feasible alternative to propose. The
narratives that critique economic growth, like degrowth or prosperity without growth, have a
strong negative framing of the current economic system and have not developed a coherent
and seemingly feasible new story for the future. Narratives that are built on a negative
fundament with a vague perspective on the future, do generally not make a strong political
story to tell. Therefore, it is currently not politically attractive to take a hard stance on
economic growth (Berg & Hukkinen, 2011; Rivera, 2018; Urhammer & Røpke, 2013). Thirdly,
political actors are locked into neoliberal structures and power relations. Those who benefit
from the status quo, in this case high levels of economic growth, the established interest, will
impose mechanisms that halt changes (Newell, 2015, p. 81). Incumbent powers will try to
lock the status quo in the infrastructures of our society by institutionalizing current practices,
by embedding social roles and by creating reinforcing norms and rules (Göpel, 2017, p. 123).
Due to these structures that legitimize and justify the structural power of those who benefit
from the status quo, it is difficult to bring about change (Göpel, 2017, p. 121). Two distinct
examples of currently prevailing lock-ins that make economic transformations difficult,
include the carbon lock-in and consumerism lock-in. (Jackson, 2017, p. 203; Newell, 2015, p.
73).
Latouche (2009) argues that the political arena is possibly not the place to achieve economic
and societal transformations because of these lock-ins within neoliberal structures and
power relations and the short-term focus of politicians on electoral cycles. He is convinced
that the changes have to come from bottom-up social movements. Other authors do see the
political arena as one of the important platforms for change and envision other implications
following the above discussed depoliticization of the growth debate in politics. Due to the
complicated debates on economic growth, Hajer (1995, p. 4) questions if ecological
modernization might be an important first step to create an environment in which economic
growth and neoliberal power structures can be discussed in the future. Ferguson (2015)
agrees with this line of thought. He states that the green economy, which corresponds to
the ecological modernization ideology, is the most politically feasible route to economic and
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societal transformations for sustainability. Proposing pathways that correspond with the
post-growth discourse are in his eyes politically unfeasible and doomed to fail.
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3. Methodology
This chapter describes the methods applied in this research to answers the research
questions. It starts with explaining the research design of this research: mixed method,
combining survey research in the form of the Q methodology with qualitative semistructured interviews. Secondly, section 3.2 elaborates on the research population and
respondent selection of this research. Thereafter, section 3.3 discusses the data collection
methods of Q methodology and interviews. Lastly, section 3.4 explains how this data is
analyzed.

3.1 Research design
This research uses mixed methods. It mixes qualitative with quantitative research, by
combining survey research in the form of the Q methodology with qualitative semistructured interviews (Bryman, 2012, p. 628). Mixed methods research is inherent to the Q
methodology, because the ‘Q methodology is a qualitative but statistical approach to
enable the discovery of a variety of discourses’ (Barry & Proops, 1999, p. 337). In this way, the
Q methodology survey elucidates subjective patterns of views on economic transformations
towards sustainability, which are given meaning to by the follow-up interviews. This type of
mixed methods can be classified as dominantly qualitative, but in sequence of quantitative
data collection before the qualitative data collection (Bryman, 2012, p. 632). The participants
first filled out the Q methodology by which they showed their subjective prioritization of
views on economic transformations towards sustainability; thereafter they were interviewed
to explain their choices and elaborate on how they want to achieve their envisioned
transformation.

3.2 Research population and respondent selection
The population that is under study in this research are national green political parties in
Europe. This thesis focuses specifically on green parties because views on economic
transformations towards sustainability are assumed to first emerge among the green party
family, as their ideology is based on ecologism and environmental protection (Carter, 2018,
p. 42). This study focuses specially on green parties in Europe because in this region green
parties are already part on the political landscape for over four decades (Carter, 2018, p. 86).
Moreover, it was decided to focus solely on national or federal parties, because policy
concerning macro-economic structures are mainly developed at national level. Due to the
scope of this research, it was not possible to interview all national green political parties in
Europe. To acquire a general overview of the prevailing views of green parties in Europe it
was attempted to select a representative group of European green political parties. In the
end the conclusions of this study can be generalized for green parties in Northern and
Western Europe. The next section explains how the green parties were selected.
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3.2.1 Party selection

For this research national green political parties in Europe were purposively sampled, which
means that the parties were sampled based on certain strategic requirement by the
researcher (Bryman, 2012, p. 418). The first step in making a selection of parties was to
create an overview of all national green parties in Europe which have at least one seat in the
national parliament (See Table 1). The minimum of one seat is set because this research
investigates national political parties, and without a seat in parliament parties are not an
official participant in the national political arena. The European Greens are added to this list
because of their interesting position on the European policy level and because of their
configuration of several national green political parties located in Europe. Unfortunately, it
was not feasible to obtain interviews with the European Greens, because they did not
respond to my interview requests.
In the second step, national green parties were selected based on their electoral
performance. It was decided to focus on parties that are electorally successful, because
those parties have a considerably higher chance of influencing the national political debate.
A party is considered electorally successful if it at least gets a seat in parliament in two
elections and attracts on average at least 3% of the votes (Mair, 1991 in: Müller-Rommel,
1998, pp. 86–87). Carter (2018, p.88) analyzed which green political parties in Europe can be
categorized as electorally successful, which means the green party had at least one seat in
parliament in two elections and attracts on average at least 3% of the votes. The green
parties that are electorally successful are marked orange in Table 1. In case parties were not
included in the analysis of Carter (2018), parties were considered as electorally successful
based on their election performance and the definition of Mair (1991).
Table 1: National green political parties in Europe with at least one seat in parliament (as of
February 2019)
Country

Party (original /
English name)

Seats in
Parliament
(Feb - 2019)

Share
of
seats

Part of
Coalition

Comments (Carter, 2018
pp.87-89)

Belgium

Ecolo (Belgium
Green Party - French
part)

Kamer van
volksvertegenwoordigers
6/150

4%

No

The French-speaking and
Flemish-speaking
Belgium green parties
combine their efforts on
national level

Belgium

Groen (GreenFlamish part)

Kamer van
volksvertegenwoordigers

4%

No

The French-speaking and
Flemish-speaking
Belgium green parties
combine their efforts on
national level

6/150
Denmark

Enhedslisten – De
Rød-Grønne (RedGreen Alliance)

Foketing
14/179

7,8%

No

Denmark

Alternativet (The
Alternative)

Foketing
9/179

4,8%

No

Not yet electorally
successful because at the
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time of this study they
only participated in one
general election (2015)
Finland

Vihreä liitto (Green
League)

Riksdag
15/200

7,5%

No

First green party to join a
national government in
1995

France

Europe Ecologie Les
vertes (Europe
Ecology – The
Greens)

National
Assembly
1/577

0,2%

No

Had 17 seats before the
last elections but are left
with one seat after the
big victory of La
République En Marche!
in the last elections (2017)

Germany

Bündnis 90/Die
Grünen

Bundestag
67/709

9,4%

No

Electorally most
successful green party in
Europe

Greece

Οικολόγοι Πράσινοι
(Ecologists Greens)

Parliament
2/300

0,7%

No

Hungary

Lehet Más a Politika
(Politics Can Be
Different)

National
Assembly
6/199

3,0%

No

Iceland

Vinstrihreyfingin –
grænt framboð (LeftGreen Movement)

Alþingi
Íslendinga
11/63

17,5%

Yes

Ireland

Comhaontas Glas
(Green Party)

Dail Eireann
2/158

1,3%

No

Latvia

Latvijas Zaļā partija
(Latvian Green Party)

Seaeima
1/100

1,0%

No

Lithuania

Lietuvos Žaliųjų
Partija (Lithuanian
Green Party)

Seimas 1/141

0,7%

No

Lithuania

Lietuvos valstiečių ir
žaliųjų sąjunga
(Lithuanian Farmers
and Greens Union)

Seimas 54/141

38,3%

Yes

Luxembourg

Déi Gréng (The
Greens)

Chamber of
Deputies 9/60

15,0%

Yes

The
Netherlands

GroenLinks
(GreenLeft)

Tweede
kamer 14/150

9,3%

No

The
Netherlands

Partij voor de Dieren
(Party for the
Animals)

Tweede
kamer 5/150

3,3%

No

Not included because
combination of
democratic socialists and
green party, so not a
primarily green political
party

Not considered because
are discussed not to be
categorized a green
political party due to
their ideology and
strategic choices
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Norway

Miljøpartiet Dei
Grøne (Green Party)

Storting 1/169

0,6%

No

Spain

Equo (Greens Equo)

Congress of
Deputies
3/350

0,9%

Sweden

Miljöpartiet de gröna
(Swedish Green
party)

Riksdag
16/349

4,6%

Yes

Switzerland

Grüne les Vert-e-s
CH (Green Party of
Switzerland)

National
Council
11/200

5,5%

No

The United
Kingdom

Green Party of
England and Wales

House of
Commons
1/650

0,2%

No

Europe

European Greens

European
Parliament
38/751

5,1%

N/A

In 2015 they combined
their list with Podemos,
which resulted in 3 seats
for Equo (2015)

The first round of participation requests focused on orange marked green parties and was
based on convenience sampling. This means that parties were picked based on their
availability and accessibility (Boeije, 2014, p. 64). Invitations were sent out via email and
parties that responded affirmatively, were selected. Subsequently, snowball sampling was
used. Interviewed members of the parties which responded affirmatively were asked to
share their contacts with other members within their party or with other green political
parties (Bryman, 2012, p. 424). A second consideration in selecting parties from the orange
marked selection was to include a green party that is currently part of a government
coalition. It is interesting to see if their views and strategies diverge considerably from
parties that are not part of the government. Only the green parties in Sweden and
Luxembourg are currently governing parties. I succeeded to get the Swedish Green party to
participate in this research.
Getting green party members to participate in the survey and interview was harder than
initially anticipated. In the first requirement attempt over 300 invitation mails were sent out
to green party members, but often they did not respond or declined to participate. After the
first recruitment round five green parties were found willing to participate. These five green
parties are: The Swedish Greens, GreenLeft (NL), Party for the Animals (NL), Green (BE) and
the German Greens. To ensure a comprehensive overview of the views and strategies of
these five parties at least two party members within the same green party participated.
A second recruitment round, involving over 100 new invitation mails, was added to get more
green party members to participate in the Q survey to get a wider variety of views on
economic transformations. In the first recruitment round members were asked to first fill out
the Q survey and subsequently they were invited for an interview. In this second recruitment
round party members were only asked to participate in the Q survey. Section 3.3.1 of the
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methods chapter further details the relation between the interviews and the Q
methodology.
The aim to conduct at least 10 interviews and 15 Q methodology surveys, succeeded. In
total 14 interviews were conducted, and 21 Q surveys were received, based on the
participation of 24 party members from 12 green parties. All data was collected between
January and July 2019. The views on economic transformations, based on the Q survey are
presented in Chapter 4 (results part 1A) and cover the views from the 12 participating green
parties. Results part 1B (Chapter 4) and part 2 (Chapter 5) discuss views and strategies
specifically from the five green parties that participated in the interviews (next to the Q
survey). Annex 1 gives an overview of all participating green party members in the Q
methodology and interviews.

3.2.2 Party members selection

Specific consideration is given to which party members were selected from the green
parties. It has already been discussed that for the interviews at least two members of each
party are interviewed. In this way it was ensured that the selected members represent the
view of the party and not just their own view. In addition, the function of a party member
must be taken into account. A party exists of politicians and party employees. A party
employee with expertise on the field of economics and sustainability probably has a lot of
content knowledge on the topic, whereas politicians probably have a better understanding
of the political game around the subject. Therefore, a varied selection of politicians and
party employees was selected. Practically, only members that speak Dutch or English were
selected, because the Q methodology is in English and I am not fluent in any other
language.
To make sure the Q survey topics and interview questions were fitting the experiences of
green party members, at the beginning of the data collection process two explorative
interviews with member of GreenLeft (NL) were conducted to get a sense of the political
field. In this way, it was tested if the concepts and research questions related to the views
and ideas of green political parties.

3.3 Data collection
For this research, mixed data collection methods were applied to get comprehensive
answers on the research questions. The Q methodology was used to map the subjective
views of political parties on economic transformations towards sustainability and to connect
them to different views on economic transformations identified in the scientific literature
(see section 2.2.2). In order to get an in-depth understanding of the parties’ views and to get
insights in their strategies on how to achieve their envisioned transformations, interviews
were conducted. To validate the views and strategies expressed by parties in the Q
methodology and interviews, it was checked if these ideas are in line with the plans
presented in their most recent political manifestos.
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3.3.1 Q methodology

Q methodology is a method used for studying subjectivity. With the application of the Q
methodology perspectives, views and beliefs of a certain group on a certain topic can be
uncovered. The Q methodology gives an overview of (qualitative) viewpoints of individuals
that can be quantitatively assessed, by statistically abstracting shared ways of thinking, by
applying a factor analysis (Barry & Proops, 1999, pp. 338–339). This research uses the Q
methodology to get an overview of the views of green political parties on economic
transformations towards sustainability. The advantage of using this method is that the
respondents are forced to prioritize their opinions, which distillates points that are of real
importance to them. This is particularly useful for interviewing members of political parties,
as they are prone to talk in political, electoral language and often claim that everything is
important to them. The following section explains how the Q methodology works and was
executed.
The Q methodology consists of six stages. First, the concourse is identified, which is an
overview of the discourses and discussions surrounding the topic under study (Cuppen,
Breukers, Hisschemöller, & Bergsma, 2010, p. 582). In this case the topic under study was the
variety of views of green political parties on economic transformations towards sustainability.
The surrounding discourses and discussions were examined by a literature review and an
analysis of online interviews from and with key academic stakeholders in this debate (such as
Tim Jackson, Georgis Kallis, Kate Raworth and Peter Ferguson).
Second, the Q sample is created, which is a large set of statements generated from relevant
literature (Cuppen et al., 2010, p. 582). The goal of the Q sample is to have a set of
statements that comprehends the concourse (Brown, 1993, p. 99). To acquire a set of
statements that compiles various standpoints on economic transformations towards
sustainability, a literature review was carried out on the main discourses surrounding this
topic: environmental economics, ecological economics, green economy, green growth,
prosperity without growth, degrowth and steady state economy (see section 2.2.2). In this
way, over one hundred statements were generated. These statements are subjective, can
have multiple meanings and can be ambiguous, because it is expected that respondents will
give their own meaning to the statements (Brown, 1993, p. 101; Coogan & Herrington, 2011,
p. 25).
Third, the acquired statements are sorted in categories and from these categories a
selection of statements is made (Brown, 1993, p. 100). From this scheme the Q set is
selected, which is the selection of statements that will be presented to the respondents. The
Q set that was used in this research can be found in Annex 2.
Fourth, respondents are asked to rank the statements in a specified grid; this process is
called Q sorting and results in a specific Q sort per respondent (Brown, 1993, pp. 101–102).
The specified grid is the Q grid, which has a scale that is ranked from -5 (Most Disagree) to
+5 (Most Agree). In this case, the Q set exists of 35 statements, so the Q grid is similar to the
Q grid shown in Figure 5 (Coogan & Herrington, 2011, p. 25). Figure 5 shows that the
respondents can only rank one statement as ‘Most Agree’ and ‘Most Disagree’, and an
ascending number of statements towards the neutral row in the middle. This forces
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respondents to prioritize which statements are most important to them. The Q sorting is fully
subjective because it represents the respondents’ point of view (Brown, 1993, p. 106). As this
study involves respondents from all over Europe, it was not possible to execute the Q
sorting face-to-face. Therefore, an online tool was created that enables respondents to
create their Q sort via internet. The online tool that was used for the Q sorting is called
VQMethod. The participants received an email with a link they could use to fill in the Q grid
for this study. They first received instructions on how to sort the Q statements into the Q
grid so that they understood the process. The Q sorting consists of 5 steps. In step 1,
participants have to read through all the statements. In step 2, they have to make a
presorting into three piles: Agreeable statements, Disagreeable statements and In between
statements. In step 3, they have to order the statements in the grid. In step 4, they were
asked to briefly elaborate on the two statements they placed on the extreme ends. In step 5,
general information was collected; their name, political party and function within the political
party. Annex 3 gives a screenshot of the online Q survey. To make sure that the statements
were clear, and the online tool was working properly, a pilot test of the Q sorting was
conducted with two external users who had knowledge on economic systems and political
parties.

Figure 5: Q grid.

Fifth, the obtained Q sorts is statistically analyzed with a factor analysis. With the factor
analysis it is statistically calculated which configurations of statements rankings have the
highest correlation. In this way, statistically different Q sorts are extracted, and common
clusters of statements are obtained. These common clusters of statements are called factors.
Subsequently, perspectives and typologies can be attributed to the obtained factors
(Cuppen et al., 2010, p. 582). In the data analysis section (3.4.1), it is explained how the factor
analysis was carried out.
Sixth, where it is possible, the Q sorts is followed up by interviews. As the Q sorts are
subjective and every participant has his or her own argumentation for placing the statements
in a particular order, the interviews help with interpreting the meaning of their Q sorts
(Brown, 1993, p. 106). The next section explains how data was collected in the interviews. To
ensure participants who cannot give a follow-up interview also get the chance to explain
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their choices, space was given in the online tool to elaborate on their statements placed at
the extreme ends.

3.3.2 Interviews

This research conducted interviews with members of green political parties to interpret their
Q sorts and to get an understanding of their strategies to achieve the envisioned
transformations. The interviews mainly took place via Skype, because most respondents
were located in different European countries. The respondents were asked to fill out the Q
survey before the interviews. In this way, during the interview, we reflected on their Q sort.
The interviews were semi-structured, which means that a topic list with the relevant subjects
was used to steer the interview (Bryman, 2012, p. 472). The topic list for this research consists
of two parts; the first part focused on the interviewees' reflection on the Q sort and their
views on economic transformations, and the second part focused on the strategies of green
political parties. For every interviewee the first part of the topic list was based on their
specific Q sort. After they filled in the Q survey their Q sort was analyzed and questions were
drafted based on interesting choices they made in the Q sort. This made the first part of the
topic list different for each interviewee. See Annex 4 for the template for the topic list.
At the beginning of each interview it was agreed that the names of the respondents would
be anonymized. Only their party name and function are included in the results. In this way,
space was given to the party members to critically reflect on the views and strategies of their
party.

3.3.3 Documents

The parties’ political manifestos are used to validate the claims members of political parties
made during the interviews. In this way, it was checked whether the claims the party
members made during the interviews, were in line with the policies plans they propagate in
public. The documents used for this are the party manifesto published during the latest or
upcoming election and the overview of standpoints the parties put on their website. A
summary of the views on economic systems in the documents was made before the
interviews. If, during the interview, the respondent diverged form one of these views, they
were asked to explain this.

3.4 Data analysis
After the data collection through the Q methodology and interviews, the data was analyzed
in different ways, explained below.

3.4.1 Q analysis

A statistical factor analysis was carried out to analyze the 21 collected Q sorts and to extract
shared viewpoints. The factor analysis was conducted with the help of Ken-Q Analysis
software (Banasick, 2019). The factor analysis consists of three phases.
In the first phase the Q sorts are converted into factors. Quantitatively seen, factors are
groups of Q sorts that highly correlate with each other (Brown, 1993, p.111). In this process
the correlation between the 21 collected Q sorts were calculated and put into a correlation
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matrix. Subsequently factors were extracted with the centroid factor extraction method. The
significance of the factors was determined with the Eigenvalue criterion, which must be
higher than 1.00 (Watts & Stenner, 2014, p.104). Three factors had an Eigenvalue higher than
1.00 and were selected to be rotated, using Varimax rotation. These three factors explain
59% of the studied variance. In the table of factor loadings (which is a value that identifies to
which extent the Q sort is associated with a factor) it can be seen that all 21 Q sorts load
significantly on one of the factors, because all factor loadings were above 0.331 (See Annex
5 for the factor loading table). There are 12 Q sorts (and thus respondents) that loaded
significantly on factor 1, six on factor 2 and three on factor 3. This means that within the
three respondent groups associated with the three factors, the respondents have similar
sorting configurations based on similar viewpoints (Exel & Graaf, 2015, p.2).
During the second phase the three extracted factors are translated into ideal type Q sorts,
which are scaled average rankings of statements. This is done by calculating the weighted
average Q sort configuration per factor from all the Q sorts that load significantly on that
factor (Brown, 1993, pp.117-119). Q sorts that have a higher factor loading on a factor are
given more weight in the calculation of the ideal type Q sort, because they are more closely
approximated to the factor. As a result, an ideal type Q sort per factor was produced
representing the configuration of statements of a person who would have had a 100%
loading on the factor (Jedeloo, Staa, Latour & Exel, 2010, p.597).
During the last phase the factors are interpreted, meaning that viewpoints are derived from
the ideal type Q sorts. The objective of factor interpretation is to ‘uncover, understand &
fully explain the viewpoint captured by the factor and shared by the significant loading
respondents’ (Watts & Stenner, 2014, p.182). The factor interpretation is done through a
process of holistic inspection of the statement configurations in the ideal type Q sorts and
the interview inputs on the ranking decisions (Watts & Stenner, 2014). First, statement
rakings per factor were compiled in a table (see Table 3 in the result chapter). Second, the
three highest and lowest ranked statements were identified. Third, statements with higher or
lower rankings than in any other factor were added to this list. Fourth, statements that were
significantly ranked differently than in other factor, distinguishing statements, were
investigated. Lastly, the interviews were analyzed to back up the findings and to support the
viewpoints with quotes. In Chapter 4 the three factors are labeled with a viewpoint and this
viewpoint is explained based on the relevant statements and interview quotes for this factor
(see Table 2 and section 4.1.1-4.13).

3.4.2 Interview analysis

To analyze the data collected during the interviews, first all 14 conducted interviews were
transcribed. Thereafter, the transcripts were coded with the help of the program Nvivo.
During the coding process, different themes and categories were assigned to the collected

1

The statistical significance of the factor loadings for the p < 0.05 level are determined with the

following calculations: 1.96 × SE = 1.96 ×

!

√#

!

= 1.96 × √$% = ±0.33 (SE = standard error; N =

the number of statements) (Brown, 1980, pp.283-284).
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data. This gives an organized overview of the data, which is used to answer the research
questions.

3.5 Summarizing the methodology
The methodology of this thesis is summarized in the flow chart presented in Figure 6. The
flow chart summarizes the research design, data collection and data analysis applied in this
research.

Figure 6: Summary of the methodological steps.
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4. Results part 1: Views on economic transformations
Chapters 4 and 5 present the results of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the view of the
European green parties on economic transformations (RQ2). Chapter 5 elaborates on the
strategies of parties on how to achieve their envisioned economic transformations (RQ3).
Chapter 4 presents the views of the green parties on economic transformations in two ways.
Part 1A (4.1) describes the views derived from the Q analysis, grouping the green party
members into a typology of three different viewpoints. The three viewpoints represent the
views of 12 European green parties and are based on the statements presented to the 21
participating green party members. Part 1B (4.2) discusses the topics and statements
highlighted during the in-depth interviews with five of the participating European green
parties. The last section (4.3) reflects on the findings from part 1A and 1B by linking the Q
analysis to the interview findings and interpreting the similarities and differences between
the views of the green parties.

4.1 Part 1A: Three viewpoints derived from the Q analysis
This section describes the results of the Q analysis. After a short recap of the Q
methodology and the introduction of the participants, the three viewpoints are presented.
The goal of the Q-sort analysis is to derive viewpoints on economic transformations towards
sustainability that exist among the green parties who participated in the Q methodology.
The statistical Q-sort analysis of the 21 obtained Q-sorts revealed three major groupings
within which respondents ranked the statements in a highly similar way. For each group an
average Q-sort (i.e., the ranking of statements) is represented in Table 3. The statements
with which respondents most agreed are ranked +5, and the statements with which they
least disagreed are ranked -5. These three average Q-sorts are analyzed and interpreted to
derive a viewpoint on economic transformations towards sustainability for each group. The
three viewpoints are named: ‘towards human wellbeing and recognition of ecological limits’,
‘beyond the system of growth’, and ‘greening the economy’. Each viewpoint is described
below with the help of the relevant statements and remarks made on the statements during
the interviews. The corresponding statement numbers (Table 3) and the weight of each
statement is noted between brackets. A more detailed overview on the technical aspects of
the Q analysis can be found in the Methods chapter (3.4).
Participants
Before presenting the viewpoints, it is important to take a look at the configuration of the
three groups making up the three viewpoints. Table 2 gives an overview of the participants
per group. Knowing which parties and members compose each group can provide more
context to the viewpoints. For example, Table 2 shows that Group 3 consists of only three
participants, all members of the German Greens. So, viewpoint 3 reflects only the views of
the German Greens. Next to the 21 members who participated in the Q methodology, there
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are three participants (NL-G5, NL-P2 and NL-P3) who did not fill in a Q-sort and were only
interviewed. These participants are categorized in one of the three groups, based on the
discussion of the statements during the interviews.
The 24 party members who participated in the Q methodology and interviews are part of 12
European green parties, based in nine countries. Almost all parties are located in Western
and Northern Europe, with the exception of EQUO, the green party of Spain. It was to be
expected that most parties who participated in this study would be located in these parts of
Europe, given that green parties of Southern and Eastern Europe have experienced less
political presence and success than their Western and Northern counterparts (see Table 1 in
the Methods chapter for an overview of European green parties). Participants held diverse
functions within their parties, there were some function groups that prevailed within the
sample. Members of parliament (MPs) were considered priority participants due to their
elected position as official representatives of the views of their party in parliament. Five MPs
participated in the Q methodology, of which two were also interviewed. The biggest group
of participants are (former) policy advisors to MPs or on a specific topic. Almost all of these
policy advisors focused on the topic of climate, economy or sustainability, or were advisors
to the MP on this topic. Three participants are staff at think tanks affiliated with their
respective parties. Almost every party has a think tank in which a group of party members
research the topics relevant for that party. Five study participants have a function within the
party focused on the internal dynamics and organization of their party: two secretaries, a
chairman, a spokesperson and a cabinet director. Lastly, two members of a local branch of
their party participated, both with strong links to the national branch of the party.
Table 2: Overview of participants per group
Group 1 representing Viewpoint 1: Towards human wellbeing and recognition of ecological limits

Code

Country

Function (as of April 2019)

NL-G1

Party name (original
name)
GreenLeft (GroenLinks)

The Netherlands

NL-G2

GreenLeft (GroenLinks)

The Netherlands

NL-G3
BE-G1

GreenLeft (GroenLinks)
Green (GROEN)

The Netherlands
Belgium

SE-G2

Swedish Green Party
(Miljöpartiet de Gröna)
Swedish Green Party
(Miljöpartiet de Gröna)

Sweden

NL-G4

GreenLeft (GroenLinks)

The Netherlands

DK-A1

The Alternative
(Alternativet)

Denmark

Policy advisor to member of
European parliament
Council Member Amsterdam,
candidate European Parliament
Staff member think tank of the party
Secretary of the green fraction in the
Flemish parliament
Member of parliament &
spokesperson on economic policy
Chairman of municipal
environmental committee and
former policy advisor to member of
parliament
None (formerly: scientific director of
the think tank of the party)
Environmental and climate policy
advisor

SE-G3

Sweden

Interviewed
x
x

x
x

x

x
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CH-G1

BE-G2
DK-G1

FI-G1
NL-G5

Green party of
Switzerland (Grüne Les
Verts)
Green (GROEN)
Red-Green Alliance
(Enhedslisten – De
Rød-Grønne)
Green League (Vihreä
liitto)
GreenLeft (GroenLinks)

Switzerland

Deputy Secretary-General

Belgium
Denmark

Member of think tank of the party
Secretary Assistant

Finland

Member of Parliament

The Netherlands

Policy advisor

x

x

Group 2 representing Viewpoint 2: Beyond the system of growth

Code
NL-P1
SE-G1

Party name (original
name)
Party for the Animals
(Partij voor de Dieren)
Swedish Green Party
(Miljöpartiet de Gröna)

Country

Function (as of April 2019)

The Netherlands

Chairman

Sweden

Former policy advisor to member of
parliament & elected municipal
politician
Co-spokesperson

ES-G1

Interviewed
x
x

Spanish Green Party
Spain
(EQUO)
BE-E1 Belgium Green Party
Belgium
Member of Parliament
(Ecolo)
FR-G1 Europe Ecology – The
France
Cabinet Director
Greens (Europe
Ecologie - Les Verts)
DK-G2 Red-Green Alliance
Denmark
Respectively Climate &
(Enhedslisten – De
Environmental advisor and economic
Rød-Grønne)
advisor
NL-P2 Party for the Animals
The Netherlands Policy advisor to member of
(Partij voor de Dieren)
parliament (staff member)
NL-P3 Party for the Animals
The Netherlands Member of Parliament
(Partij voor de Dieren)
Group 3 representing Viewpoint 3: Greening the economy
Code
DE-G1

DE-G2

DE-G3

Party name (original
name)
German Greens
(Bündnis90/DIE
GRÜNEN)
German Greens
(Bündnis90/DIE
GRÜNEN)
German Greens
(Bündnis90/DIE
GRÜNEN)

x
x

Country

Function (as of April 2019)

Germany

Policy advisor to member of
parliament

x

Germany

Policy advisor to member of
parliament

x

Germany

Member of Parliament

Interviewed
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Table 3: Average statement ranking per viewpoint
Statements

V1

V2

V3

1.

To safeguard a green future, common resources need to be privatized

-5

-5

-3

2.

A new, more holistic measure should replace GDP as indicator of progress

4

3

4

3. Jobs should be prioritized over environmental protection
4. Governments should nurture societal norms in line with sustainability, e.g., emphasis on
enough instead of more

-4

-3

-1

1

2

0

5.

The financial market no longer services a healthy economy

1

4

0

6.

Governments should cap consumption

0

0

-5

7.

New forms of enterprises are needed, that are not focused on profit-maximization

2

1

2

8.

We should actively degrow the economy

-3

4

-4

9.

Absolute decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation is impossible

-1

2

-3

10. We should downscale the material throughput, not downscale GDP growth

2

-1

2

11. Governments should fund a prominent public mass media outlet

1

-1

-2

12. Degrowth is politically unfeasible
13. Deep resource and emission cuts can be achieved without confronting the structure of market
economies
14. There should only be selective growth: expansion of green sectors and downsizing of brown
sectors

-1

-2

0

-4

-2

1

4

0

4

15. Commercial advertising that stimulate materialistic desires should be banned

-2

-1

-2

16. Politicians’ need for votes stand in the way of sustainable policies

0

1

-3

17. We should put a price on natural capital to stop the destruction and exploitation of nature

3

0

3

18. Economic growth is compatible with sustainability

-1

-2

5

19. Corporate power stands in the way of sustainable policies

1

1

-1

20. Degrowth would generate dangerous instability and should be avoided

-3

-4

0

21. Governments should ensure a basic income

0

5

-1

22. Technological innovation shouldn't be seen as the panacea to solve the sustainability crisis

1

1

-2

23. Economic growth is indispensable for economic stability

-3

-3

-1

24. Rather than discuss growth/no-growth, we should just focus on improving human wellbeing
25. When socio-environmental externalities are internalized, the market automatically solves
environmental problems
26. In the future, non-carbon-based sources of energy, knowledge capital and information-based
goods and services will drive economic growth

3

-1

2

-2

-2

3

3

0

3

27. Governments should tax to reduce excess profits in shareholder corporations

2

2

0

28. A free market society is most conducive to human wellbeing
29. Degrowth is necessary among the rich to liberate ecological space for the alleviation of
poverty

-2

-4

1

0

2

-2

30. Our current credit/debt ratio is incompatible with a healthy economy

-1

-1

1

31. Governments should find ways to stabilize an economy not based on growth
32. Once a person’s basic needs are met, additional economic growth may no longer improve
their well-being

2

3

1

-1

0

-1

33. Politicians’ need for campaign financing stand in the way of sustainable policies

0

1

-4

34. The business sector is the main agent for achieving sustainability

-2

-3

1

35. Governments should reduce income inequalities

5

3

2
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4.1.1 Viewpoint 1: Towards human wellbeing in recognition of ecological limits

The view on economic transformations towards sustainability of Group 1 is based on the Qsorts and interviews of 13 party members from seven green parties and is named: ‘Towards
human wellbeing in recognition of ecological limits’. The distinguishing ideas within
viewpoint 1 are discussed below.
Holistic wellbeing
The main vision for the economic transformation towards sustainability is to go from an
economy with a dominant focus on economic growth to an economy focused on human
wellbeing and ecological limits. The idea that economic growth is imperative to increase
wellbeing and become sustainable is rejected. The government should aim to improve
indicators of wellbeing and sustainability instead of economic growth. To facilitate this
change in focus, a more holistic measure should replace GDP as the indicator of progress (2:
+4; meaning the group of viewpoint 1 on average ranked statement 2 (Table 3) +4 (strongly
agree)). If the focus shifts to the new indicators of wellbeing and sustainability and these
improve, it does not matter if, as a consequence, the economy grows or shrinks (24: +3).
‘Focus on what is in the numbers of the important indicators (…) some parts of economic
growth might be positive for sustainable development and some parts of economic growth
are obviously bad’ (SE-G2). This attitude leads to selective growth of ‘green’ sectors and the
downsizing of brown sectors (14: +4), signaling an agnostic stance towards the growth/nogrowth debate, as long as economic growth is not the main goal and favored over the
indicators of wellbeing and sustainability. ‘I do not like the discussion on economic growth
on macro-level because it is not the interesting variable, it is about what is happening
underneath this variable’ (NL-G4). Degrowth in itself is therefore not promoted as a goal (8: 3). It is not relevant to discuss if the economy should shrink as a whole because this detracts
from the focus on improving the underlying variables of wellbeing and sustainability.
Therefore, the questions of whether degrowth is necessary among the rich to liberate
ecological space for the alleviation of poverty (29: 0) and whether absolute decoupling of
economic growth from environmental degradation is possible (9: -1), are not relevant.
Inequality
One wellbeing indicators that is of crucial importance in the new economy is inequality. To
increase wellbeing, governments should, according to this view, reduce income inequality
(35: +5), as this will create ‘an equal society in which everybody can be a part of the solution’
(SE-G3). However, whenever there is a trade-off between human wellbeing and
environmental wellbeing, it is important to respect the limits of the planet: ‘At aggregated
level you have to take care of nature and then make it possible for people to have a job. But
not the other way around. We begin with the basic foundation, which is the climate and
biodiversity’ (SE-G3). In short, jobs should not be prioritized over environmental degradation
(3: -4).
Role of market
To achieve a sustainable economy, the envisioned shift in focus needs to go together with
the restructuring of the market by the government (13, -4). ‘We need to change the
framework and the rules of the game to make sure that the economy contributes to human
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wellbeing and doesn’t destroy our planet and resources’ (BE-G2). Pricing natural capital (17:
+3) and selective downsizing of brown sectors (14: +4) are measures that need to be taken
by the government to stay within the ecological limits of the planet. Selective growth and
downsizing mean that: ‘You say very specific from certain activities that you want them and
form others that you don’t because they lead to too much environmental pressure’ (NL-G4).
The free market is not most conducive for human wellbeing (28: +2). So, instead of leaving
sustainability issues to the market by privatizing common resources (1: -5), trusting the
business sector with this task (34: -2) and believing that internalizing of externalities in the
market is enough (25: -2), governments should actively intervene in the market to restructure
it. ‘The ones who think the free market will solve everything are quite mistaken. There is
more needed than just coordinating the free market. You need to have an integral market
plan, in which market mechanisms can still play a role but with a leading role for the
government’ (BE-G1).
Consumption
Compared to the push for strong governmental interventions in the market, changing social
norms (4: +1) and consumption behavior are not strongly promoted. The parties do not
actively want to cap consumption (6: 0) and there is no strong urge to ban commercial
advertisements (15: -2) or to fund public mass media outlets (11: 0).

4.1.2 Viewpoint 2: Beyond the system of growth

The second group consists of eight party members from six green parties. Like the group
above, this group condemns the dominance of the economic growth imperative over
wellbeing and sustainability, but they problematize economic growth to a further extent.
No-growth
The party members within this viewpoint take a strong no-growth stance in the economic
growth debate. So, next to prioritizing wellbeing and sustainability indicators, the economy
should be actively degrown (8: +4). Western societies’ carbon footprint is recognized to have
a dangerous impact on global warming. Because of the strong correlation between
economic growth and carbon emissions, economic growth is currently not compatible with
sustainability (18: -2). ‘We as Europeans have a way too big ecological footprint, therefore
we need to degrow our economic impact. But degrowing in itself is not a goal. The goal is
to live within the carrying capacity of the earth, and now we are crossing this capacity, so we
have to shrink’ (NL-P2). Degrowth is necessary among the rich to liberate ecological space
for the alleviation of poverty (29: +2).
Inequality
Economic growth is also problematic for the wealth distribution issues it causes. In the
economic transformation towards sustainability, the reduction of inequality should be high
on government agendas (35: +3) for several reasons: ‘As shown by the Oxfam and Piketty
research, a small minority of the extremely rich are responsible for a very large share of the
global greenhouse gas emissions. Inequality is very harmful to society in numerous ways’
(SE-G1). And: ‘A fairer and even distribution of wealth and income is crucial for the public
wellbeing and support to a green transformation’ (DK-G2).
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Economic stability
The argument that economic growth is needed for economic stability (23: -3) is strongly
opposed within this group. Party members within Group 2 claim that economic growth leads
to economic instabilities: ‘Our current economy is based on a growth model; it leads to a
recession about every 10 years and has put us on a trend towards ecological and
climatological catastrophe’ (NL-P1). It is not expected that degrowth will lead to dangerous
instability (20: -4); however, governments will need to find ways to stabilize an economy not
based on growth (31: +3). ‘It is the duty of governments to show the paths to a society not
based on growth. Reaching an economy compatible with our planet’s limits is essential’ (ESG1). This is not a politically unfeasible task (12: -2): ‘Degrowth is totally doable, it's just a
question of political will. We can do it, and we need to do it’ (BE-E1).
Cultural shift
The transformation towards a sustainable economy is not just about degrowth. The culture
shift in which people value other norms and find sustainable ways of living is also considered
a critical component. ‘It is very important that we are learning to be happy with a couple of
kinds of coffee instead of 30 brands. Because the 30 kinds of coffee destroy everything. And
if we can learn to be happy with a couple of kinds of coffee, what a win’ (NL-P3). Therefore,
governments should nurture societal norms in line with sustainability, such as the norm of
enough instead of more (4: +2). To give ‘people the opportunity to contribute to the
transformation towards sustainability (…) and to live according to their moral compass’ (NLP1), governments should ensure a basic income (21: +5).
Restructuring the market
Privatization of common resources is not considered by Group 2 as a way to safeguard a
green future (1: -5): ’We have seen throughout history, how private corporations put profit
over environmental concerns, human concerns, and the general interests of the public’ (DKG2). The business sector is thus not the main agent for achieving sustainability (34: -3). The
government should take on a stronger role in regulating and restructuring the market.
History has shown that the free market is not the most effective economic system for human
wellbeing (28: -4). ‘The free market destroys the planet and the living. It’s essential to move
from the economic growth paradigm to a society protective of the environment’ (FR-G1).
Internalizing externalities (25: -2), pricing nature (17: 0) and technological innovations (22: +1)
will therefore not be enough to achieve deep resource and emission cuts. What is needed,
is restructuring the market (13: -2): ‘To think that we can achieve radical cuts without
changing the economic system is delusional’ (SE-G1). This does not simply mean expanding
green sectors, downsizing brown sectors and adopting selective growth (14: 0). There should
be an in-depth analysis of which sectors contribute to the real economy. The financial sector
is one of the sectors that is no longer in service of a healthy and sustainable economy (6: +4):
‘The economy is dependent on certain sectors of which it is totally not clear how they lead
to an increased wellbeing (…) for example the financial sector, which does not contribute to
the real economy’ (NL-P1).
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4.1.3 Viewpoint 3: Greening the economy

The third group consists of three party members, all affiliated with the German Green party.
It is their view that the main focus of the economic transformation towards sustainability
should be on the greening of sectors with the highest pollution outputs. The most polluting
sectors are almost all private industrial sectors, making the business sector an important
agent for achieving sustainability (34: +1). There should be selective growth (14: +4), in which
the dark brown sectors like coal and fuel cars shrink and other sectors get the opportunity to
green their activities. With the help of economic growth, these selected sectors receive an
opportunity to develop technological innovations (22: -2): ‘one of the key factors in fighting
climate change (…) and that will be important in fields of energy production, traffic, and
mobility, circular economy, and recycling’ (DE-G1).
Compatibility of economic growth
The party members within Group 3 strongly believe in the compatibility of economic growth
and sustainability (18: +5). Thus, it is believed that absolute decoupling of economic growth
and environmental degradation is possible (9: -3). ‘Economic growth is not our main aim, but
it is also not bad if we have economic growth (…). On the contrary: economy and
sustainability and climate protection belong strongly together’ (DE-G1). Because ‘wealth is
more than economic growth’ (DE-G1), it is important to replace GDP as a progress measure
with a more holistic indicator (2: +4).
Correct the market
Not all structures of the market need to be restructured (13: +1). In fact, it is recognized that
the current economic system ‘is a quite stable system’ (DE-G2). This system should not be
destabilized by actively degrowing it (8: -4; 20: 0), ‘because I don't think that degrowth will
bring more prosperity. I think growing the economy is healthy and good for society. It
depends on what is growing’ (DE-G2). The market does need to be corrected by the
government to help it drive it in a sustainable direction. Two important corrections are the
internalization of externalities (25: +3) and the pricing of natural capital (17: +3).
Consumer behavior
Measures aimed at other transformations than the greening of polluting sectors and market
correction have a lower priority. Consumer behavior and changing societal norms (4: 0) are
two examples of this: ‘We would not put changes in consumerism at the first place, it is also
important, but we first need to transform the economic sector’ (DE-G1). This signals that
policies for the economic transformation should not interfere in individual behavior too
much. Therefore, capping consumption (6: -5) and banning commercial advertisement (15: 2) are too extreme, according to this group.

4.2 Part 1B: Presenting the views of the five interviewed green parties
Part 1A illustrated the views of the green parties on economic transformations based on the
Q statements and interviews. Part 1B focuses on elements of the economic transformations
discussed by the five green parties in the interviews not (thoroughly) addressed in Part 1A.
These could be topics that already emerged in part 1A but require a deeper reflection, or
topics that were not addressed in the statements but came out in the interviews. The five
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parties who participated in the interviews are: The Swedish Greens, GreenLeft (NL), Party for
the Animals (NL), Green (BE) and the German Greens. In total 14 party members were
interviewed; they are marked in Table 2. This means that part 1B only reflect the views of
these five parties, whereas part 1A reflects the views of all 12 parties who participated in the
Q methodology.

4.2.1 A similar vision for the economic system

It is evident that all five parties, who are distributed over the 3 viewpoints, are of the opinion
that the current economic system is unsustainable, and thus needs to undergo a
transformation which will drive a sustainable society. Priority concerns lie in the three pillars
of sustainability, environment, society and economy. However, problems in the
environmental pillar, such as climate change and biodiversity loss, and problems in the
society pillar, such as inequality, are higher on the agenda than those in the economic pillar.
Every party emphasizes another part of the sustainability crisis, but they address problems in
all three pillars of sustainability. For example, the Party for the Animals (NL) approaches the
sustainability crisis often from the perspective of animal welfare, but at the same time they
advocate for lower inequality and stronger regulations for the financial market.
All parties have a strong focus on sustainability issues and their visions for a sustainable
society are similar. They emphasize that within our economic system, wellbeing of all people
and future generations should be at the forefront while respecting the planetary boundaries.
This is a shift away from the current dominant focus on economic considerations in our
society:
‘A sustainable economy is respecting the limits of our planet and improving
wellbeing for everybody. That is the kind of economy we have to develop’ (BE-G2).
This overarching vision, also called the end goal, is an ideological cornerstone for the five
green parties and is widely supported by party members.
In explaining the vision externally, several party members, explicitly or implicitly referred to
the doughnut economics concept of Kate Raworth (BE-G1; BE-G2; NL-G2; NL-G5; NL-P2 &
NL-P3). This narrative, in which the outer circle of the doughnut represents the planetary
boundaries and the inner circle the minimum social thresholds (Raworth, 2017), reflects all
five parties’ vision of putting environmental and social concerns before economic concerns.
Despites the consensus on the overarching vision of the interviewed parties, several party
members are of the opinion that there should be more internal debates on the specific
elements of their vision. Party members of GreenLeft (NL-G4), Green (BE-G1), and the
Swedish Greens (SE-G1) suggested to discuss topics, such as our relationship with nature,
our living standards, green growth, alternative economies, and sustainability solutions, more
in-depth within their parties. There should also be plans developed on how these
ideological ideas can be translated into concrete policies, ensuring these ideological
debates are not just empty words and giving the opportunity to experiment with alternative
ideas.
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Each party indicates that a first important step to overcome the dominance of the economic
considerations in our society is to change the way progress is measured. This is now
predominantly done by using GDP as an indicator. With GDP as a proxy for progress,
governments aim to increase GDP, meaning that they will try to increase economic
productivity. The green parties’ reason that if you replace this indicator by one that includes
social and environmental considerations, governments are automatically inclined to aim
their policies to improve those social and environmental indicators:
‘Thinking about the policies and politics of where we want to go starts with looking
at the goals; where do we want to be in 10 years? (…) this should be focused on
broader prosperity indicators’ (NL-G5).
That said, the parties do not give a unified answer to the question of what should be
measured, and which indicators should be used to measure progress. Prosperity (BE-G1, NLG2, NL-G4, NL-G5, NL-P3), wellbeing (BE-G1, NL-G4), wealth (DE-G1), broader economic
development (SE-G2) and happiness (NL-G5, SE-G3) are suggested options. It is, however,
clear for all parties that progress should always take place within the planetary boundaries.
Because of this dual concern, many social indicators (education, culture, health care, crime,
inequality, poverty, stress) as well as environmental indicators (biodiversity, greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, green energy, windmills) are proposed to be incorporated in future
progress measurements frameworks. The Dutch green parties (GreenLeft and Party for the
Animals) point to the ‘Monitor Brede Welvaart’ (the Broad Prosperity Monitor), which
combines several social, economic and environmental indicators. Both parties lobby for
‘Monitor Brede Welvaart’ to be used as the national progress measurement in replacement
of the GDP. In Sweden, the Green Party succeeded in getting new sustainability indicators
implemented in the national budget. There has not yet been a European country that
completely replaced GDP as progress measurement for one that includes social and
environmental indicators.

4.2.2 The relation between causes, problems, transformations, and visions

Although the five parties all problematize the unsustainability of our current economic
system and have a quite similar vision for a sustainable future, they partly diverge in their
analysis of the causes of the sustainability crisis and their ideas on which economic
transformations need to take place to create a sustainable economy. In other words, the
parties have different ideas on which economic transformations are needed to reach a
similar end goal. As the analysis of the causes inform the proposed economic
transformations, they cannot be viewed separately from each other. Figure 7 illustrates the
relation between causes, problems, transformations and the vision.
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Figure 7: Schematic overview of the relations between causes, problems, transformations, and
vision. The red circle illustrates the triple sustainability crisis (economic, social and
environmental). The green circles portray the vision for a sustainable future, which is quite similar
for all parties. The blue circles show that there are partly different analyses of the causes of the
sustainability crisis which leads to partly different ideas on which economic transformations need
to be pursued.

Figure 7 is an organized and simplified schematic visualization of the relation between
causes, problems, transformations, and visions. The parties' thinking about these elements is
in reality less linear, systematic and analytical.
The thinking about causes, problems, transformations and visions is for parties less linear
because they do not always differentiate between the four elements. In telling their story
about how to go to a sustainable economy, they do not consistently tell a clear, segmented
story about the current problems in society, their causes and the changes they want to make
to achieve their vision of a sustainable future. The parties often choose to focus on one or
two elements, and they often do not explain the links between the causes and proposed
transformations, or they use concepts interchangeably. For example, the German Greens
tend to focus on the transformations element by putting a lot of emphasis on the policies
they want to put in place to decarbonize the economy, while GreenLeft (NL) focuses more
on analysis of causes of the sustainability crisis, especially by problematizing neoliberal
policies (which will both be further discussed in the remainder of this sub-chapter). Very
often, when party members are asked about their vision for a sustainable economy, they
elaborate on the transformations instead of the vision. For example, when a GreenLeft (NL)
party member was asked to summarize the party’s vision for a sustainable economy, he
mentioned several policy measures:
‘In the first place, internalizing external costs by different measures. Secondly,
developing concrete goals to reduce our consumption of raw materials’ (NL-G1).
Secondly, Figure 7 shows a clear understanding of the causes, and the path from problems
to transformations and vision. In reality it seems that parties do not always have a clear
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understanding of how they could transform the system to realize their vision for a
sustainable society. One member of the GreenLeft party (NL) remarked that climate change
is still a wicked problem:
‘Climate change is a wicked problem; we still do not fully understand where we
exactly should aim for and we don’t know how to get there’ (NL-G4).
One party member (NL-P1) commented that there is very little scientific empirical data on
how alternative economic systems would work in real life and which changes are needed to
develop a different economic system. There is also little capacity in the parties to generate
this knowledge. Especially when a party is small like the Party for the Animals (NL: 5/150
seats), a lot of attention goes to the day-to-day issues on the political agenda. Due to the
lack of capacity and time to research concepts of economic transformations or alternative
economic systems, these are not well understood by the party members. For example, when
asked about absolute decoupling, an important concept in the pro-growth vs. post-growth
debate, a party member of GreenLeft (NL) answered that he is not aware that there is
knowledge about this concept in the party:
‘I don’t know anyone within the party who thought about absolute decoupling and I
have to admit I do not know enough about this concept myself to be able to say
something about it’ (NL-G4).
Or when a Green (BE) member (BE-G1) was asked if they already have ideas on how to
stabilize an economy not based on growth, he answered: ‘No’.
Next to the lack of empirical data on the transformations needed to develop a sustainable
economic system and the lack of capacity of the political parties to develop this
understanding, political considerations play a role in the decisions on which causes the
green parties focus and which economic transformations they strive for. These decisions
depend on their ideas on what they can and should do as a political party and how they
assume they can achieve change. A good example is the issue of the climate impact of
consumption patterns. There is widely supported scientific research stating that Western
consumption patterns have a major carbon footprint and to counter climate change these
consumption patterns need to be changed (IPCC, 2014). As one of the major sources of
GHG emissions, measures to change these consumption patterns are needed to transform
to a sustainable society. However, from a political perspective consumption patterns are
often not targeted as a way to reduce climate impact. A member of the Swedish Greens
demonstrates the use of the political lens on this topic:
‘It is very easy to say that consumption patterns have a lot of environmental impact
but is not easy to find policies that address this, that are also politically feasible’ (SEG2).
The influence of strategical considerations and party politics on the views on economic
transformations is further discussed in part 2 of the result chapter. First, the remainder of
part 1B discusses aligned and diverging views on economic transformations of the five
green parties.
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4.2.3 Different levels of economic transformations

The economic transformations that parties propose are based on their assumptions of the
causes of the sustainability crisis. For example, the section about the vision of the parties on
the economic system illustrated that all five parties agree that the dominant focus on
endless economic growth in our society is a cause of the sustainability crisis because it leads
to increased GHG emissions. The economic transformations proposed to counter this issue,
are to reduce the dominance of economic growth in our system and focus more on
wellbeing and sustainability. The first concrete step to implement this economic
transformation is to develop and introduce a more holistic progress measurement (See
Figure 8). In some areas the five green parties have similar ideas on the main causes and
linked economic transformations and in some areas their views diverge. This section explains
the most relevant proposed economic transformations on the topics of neoliberalization, the
role of the European Union, system change and economic growth.

Figure 8: Economic transformation to move away from dominant focus on economic growth, with
as first step a different measure for progress.

4.2.3.1 Countering Neoliberalism
All five parties perceive the neoliberalization of the economic system – the development
promoting free markets, privatization and deregulation of the public sector – as one of the
main causes of the sustainability crisis. They argue that this development has led to a
material overuse and the growth of major carbon emitting industries who deplete common
resources and are not held responsible for their negative externalities. In response, all
parties propose economic transformations that counter the trend of neoliberalization. They
are in favor of restoring a strong government position with far reaching authority to
restructure and regulate the market. Leveraging strong market policies, governments should
ensure that externalities are internalized, resource use is reduced, green innovations are
stimulated, and circularity is encouraged (See Figure 9).
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Figure 9:Economic transformation to counter neoliberalization.

Fiscal policies
One proposal to counter neoliberalism is a major shift in fiscal policies:
‘You tax what you don’t want, and you try to levy as little tax as possible on the things
you do want. We promote that everyone can work and participate, so there shouldn’t
be a tax on low paid labor but there should be a CO2 tax which makes the polluters
pay’ (NL-G5).
In short, this means a shift from taxing labor to taxing pollution. In this way externalities with
a negative impact on the climate and environment are priced, for example in the form of
CO2 tax, and labor is stimulated. The measure to reduce taxation on low-income labor is
also promoted as a way to reduce inequality and is an important goal for all five green
parties studied. One of the roles proposed for the envisioned stronger government is to
redistribute wealth in a more equal way, although, apart from a shift in fiscal policies, few
other measures to reduce inequality and redistribute wealth came forward in the interview.
The five green parties acknowledge that this issue should receive more attention, backed by
their assumption that a more unequal society is less perceptive for strong environmental
measures.
‘If people experience inequality, they will be reluctant towards strong environmental
policies and in general a more inclusive economy is a stronger economy’ (SE-G2).
Market regulations
Next to fiscal policies focused on steering the market into a greener direction, there are
other kind of measures proposed to restructure the markets. These measures range from
strong regulatory policies to soft stimulus and incentive policies. There are differences
among the parties in their ideas on how far the government should intervene to restructure
and regulate the market. Those different ideas lead to different emphases on certain
measures for each party. For example, each party agrees that there is no future for the fossil
fuel sector in a sustainable economy:
‘Some economic branches just won't have (…) a future in the green economy, like
coal(mining)’ (DE-G2).
But only the Party for the Animals, GreenLeft (NL) and the more radical member of the
Swedish Greens (SE-G1) propose to impose strong regulatory measures to ban this industry:
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‘We need to have an end date on the use of fossil fuels, we need to say it is not
allowed anymore, this means implementing coercive measure, not market policies.’
(NL-G2).
Green (BE) and the more mainstream part of the Swedish Greens are not talking openly
about banning the fossil fuel industry but emphasize measures to end subsidies for the fossil
fuel industry.
Stimulating green innovation
There are diverging ideas on what to do with other polluting sectors. The German Greens
strongly emphasize measures to incentivize the greening of these industries’ business
operations by stimulating investments in technological innovation:
‘The Greens are convinced that technological innovation is one of the key factors in
fighting climate change. Of course, we are of the opinion that fighting climate
change needs a holistic approach; the way we consume, improvements in sharing
economy, etc. However, technological innovation will be important in fields of
energy production, traffic and mobility, circular economy and recycling’ (DE-G1).
The other green parties also promote investments in innovation of green technologies, but
they remark that this should not replace regulatory policies:
‘You definitely need technological innovation; we are not going to make it without
them. But they are not the panacea, it should not replace the restructuring of the
economy’ (NL-G2).
Moreover, they are worried that putting too much responsibility on businesses is a risk:
‘I don’t know if it is reasonable to ask businesses to take their responsibility, because
we are already asking that for decades, and it is not going so well so far’ (NL-P3).
The Party for the Animals (NL) and the more radical member of the Swedish Greens even go
so far as to say that governments should not only ban the fossil fuel industry, but also
industries that are not benefitting human and planetary wellbeing, like parts of the financial
market and the bitcoin industry.
Greening consumption
All parties acknowledge that greening consumer behavior is an important step in the
transformation towards sustainability. However, they hesitate to propose measures that
interfere directly with individual freedoms of citizens, for example, by putting a cap on
consumption of a certain carbon intensive product. Instead, the parties promote
government measures which enable consumers to make green decisions themselves:
‘Giving consumers a choice, so not forbidding things. And giving them a real choice
means that they know the whole truth and price behind a product’ (DE-G1).
The interviewed members of the German Greens emphasized that changing consumer
behavior is not their core focus, believing that they have more impact when they prioritize
changing the market and polluting industries. The other four parties diverge slightly in the
consumer decisions they focus on, but they are most explicit about meat consumption and
flying behavior. Green (BE) promotes a shift towards more plant-based diets and wants to
reduce the meat stock. GreenLeft (NL) is still internally debating what to do with meat
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consumption and focuses more on flying behavior. They concretely propose to discourage,
and in the future even ban, flights under the 750 km:
‘If we say, for example, we will ban flights under 750km. Then (…) I don't forbid you
individually from taking such a flight. But I just make sure that those flights can no
longer be offered by companies. In that case I do put a cap on consumption but
without individually intervening in the choices people make’ (NL-G2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) has the most elaborate plans on changing consumer
behavior. In the case of dietary shifts, this is not surprising, as animal welfare is one of their
core concerns. In several ways they try to promote plant-based diets to reduce the
environmental impacts of diets and to reduce animal suffering in the meat and dairy
industry. They also propose to shrink the aviation sector and reduce our cloths consumption.
The Party for the Animals (NL) is the only party of which all interviewed members openly
acknowledged that consuming less in general should be an aim.
4.2.3.2 Role of the European Union
All interviewed parties are represented in the European Parliament. The Party for the
Animals (NL) is part of the European United Left–Nordic Green Left and the four other
parties are members of the European Greens. One of the GreenLeft members interviewed is
a policy advisor to a member of the European parliament. In the European Green party,
several national green parties collaborate to get their points on the European agenda.
The five parties have different ideas on the role of the European Union (EU) in the above
proposed economic transformations and concrete measures. There is a strong divide
between pro-European parties and parties more critical of the EU. The German Greens are
in favor of strong cooperation on European level and see this as crucial for the
transformation towards sustainability. Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL) agree that there is
great potential at European level to organize strong sustainability measures, but they are
cautious about diverting responsibility from the national level to the European level.
Moreover, the EU should move away from implementing neoliberal policies like
privatization. Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL) are of the opinion that the EU should instead
develop strong environmental regulations for large corporations. This would also have the
benefit of leveling the playing field among European countries. Another task the EU could
fulfill is developing international energy and transport infrastructures. Overall, these three
parties envision an EU which develops a long-term international strategy for the
sustainability transformation, in which the EU strongly regulates the international markets
and picks up large scale sustainable infrastructure projects. The Swedish Greens and the
Party for the Animals (NL) are more critical towards the EU. Both are in favor of a more
decentralized approach for economic transformations. They support European collaboration
on sustainability issues, but do not want to hand over too much power from the national
level to European level. The Party for the Animals (NL) condemns the lack of democratically
elected leaders at the top of the EU and criticizes the influence of the corporate lobby on
this level.
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4.2.3.3 Economic system value and norms
In the data discussed thus far the five parties hold similar analyses of the causes of
sustainability issues. Going back to Figure 9 in the previous section, which illustrates that all
five parties see neoliberalization as a major cause of sustainability issues. To counter this
development, they propose a stronger role for the government in the economic system.
Green parties’ positions partly diverge on which measures the government should
implement but there is one green party focusing on another cause besides neoliberalization.
The Party for the Animals (NL) points out that societal values and norms are a major cause of
the sustainability crisis.
The Party for the Animals (NL) criticizes the current economic system for being a ‘winners
take all economy’ (NL-P3). They argue that the increasing power of capital cleared the way
for a system in which animals, the working class and the environment are exploited and
exhausted. The bio-industry, the increased social insecurities and the dangerous levels of
GHG emissions are all symptoms of this system. In explaining this analysis, all members of
the Party for the Animals (NL) illustrate the links between the economic and the social and
environmental system. This shows a deep understanding of the interlinkages of these
systems and underscores their more ‘system critical’ approach. The only other interviewed
member who has a more ‘system critical’ approach to the analysis of the causes of
sustainability issues is the more radical member of the Swedish Greens (SG1).
The German Greens have an opposite approach. They are explicit in saying that they do not
want to change the whole system:
‘We don't want to change the system as such. We just want to change the parts that
are not good for society, (…) because the overall system is a quite stable system’
(DE-G2).
The other three parties do mention system critical elements, but this is not reflected in their
party program or proposed economic transformations.
This dominant focus on the social structures and values of the economic system as cause of
sustainability issues by the Party for the Animals (NL), results in different proposals for
economic transformations. They are convinced that governments should go beyond market
measures and aim to change societal norms:
‘With just focusing on the polluters pay principle and pricing externalities we are not
going to make it (…) we need to change the mindsets of people’ (NL-P3).
By going from individualism towards sharing as core value of our society, the Party for the
Animals (NL) wants to bring about a cultural change in which we do not base happiness on
endless material consumption. It is not implied that other parties disagree with this
proposed economic transformation, but this core focus on a system change by changing
societal values is not seen in the political programs of the four other green parties. Their
core economic transformations, as described above, focus more on the decarbonization of
the economy and higher efficiency in resource use. Part 2 elaborates on the strategic
reasons why this is higher on the agenda of the Party for the Animals (NL) than the other
green parties.
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4.2.3.4 Economic growth
The five parties have different views on how the economic growth should be approached for
the transformation towards sustainability. In the description of the vision for the economic
system of the five green parties at the beginning of part 1B, all parties expressed the need
to move away from the dominant focus on economic considerations towards a system that
puts social and environmental considerations first. This indicates that all five parties address
the dominant focus on economic considerations as one of the main causes of the
sustainability crisis. They specifically criticize the pursuit of endless economic growth. To
facilitate the shift towards a society in which economic growth is not the main goal, it is
already discussed that all parties propose to abandon economic growth in the form of GDP
as progress measure. So far, all the parties agree, but zooming further in on which role
economic growth should have in a sustainable economy, positions begin to diverge.
In this case it seems again that the views of the German Greens and the Party for the
Animals are furthest apart. The German Greens state that sustainability and economic
growth can be compatible, as long as there is only selective growth of green sectors. They
are of opinion that green growth has many advantages for society, and they are aiming to
increase Germany’s competitive advantage by being a forerunner in advancing green
technologies and industries:
‘We see Germany as a country that could be a role model for other countries. You
can sell the good ideas to other countries and gain prosperity from that. For
example, when we left atomic energy and we became experts in solar energy. There
are many possibilities to grow and find new technologies and be the first, the leader
in sustainability. But it depends on which economic branch you're talking about. For
some economic branches there just won’t be a future in the green economy, like coal
or mining’ (DE-G2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) has a completely different view on the concept of economic
growth. They argue that a shift in focus from economic growth to wellbeing and
sustainability indicators is not enough. Because there is a strong correlation between
economic growth and our carbon footprint, governments should promote the degrowth of
the economy:
‘As long as economic growth is not decoupled from CO2 emissions, economic
growth is a major problem’ (NL-P3).
They are the only party actively promoting degrowth. They explain that degrowing in itself is
not a goal, but it is a necessity to make sure human activities do not cross the planetary
boundaries. This view is reflected in their aforementioned ideas regarding the needed
transformations in the area of consumption policies, system change and societal norms. The
Party for the Animals (NL) is the only party actively promoting measures that will encourage
a shift to an overall consumption reduction.
GreenLeft (NL), Green (BE), and the Swedish Greens actively promote to go beyond the
growth paradigm. They try to break through the dominant mantra of ‘economic growth
leads to more jobs, leads to more wellbeing’, by explaining to the public that economic
growth is not the same as increased wellbeing.
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‘We try to explain to people that economic growth is not directly linked to increased
wellbeing. (…) We explain that the last thirty years we have had economic growth,
but at the same time our wellbeing levels have declined’ (NL-G5).
Selective growth is an important approach for all three parties. They argue that economic
growth is not a relevant concept to focus on. Instead, wellbeing and sustainability indicators
should be the guidance for policy developments. A selection should be made on the
sectoral level by evaluating which sectors are benefitting those indicators and which are not.
The sectors with a positive impact, like the green energy sectors, should be grown
selectively. They claim that when these selections are based on wellbeing and sustainability
indicators, economic growth becomes irrelevant. Thus, in theory, they are agnostic about
economic growth. However, some members (NL-G4, BE-G1) within these three parties think
that behind the idea of selective growth there is the belief that that the economy will grow
anyways, but in a sustainable direction:
‘I think that implicit behind the idea of selective growth, there is the idea that the
economy will still growth, only maybe differently or less’ (NL-G4).
This line of thinking is supported by the fact that none of the three parties are seriously
evaluating the consequences of the other possibility: a shrinking economy. The parties do
not have a clear idea of what a society decoupled from economic growth would look like:
‘We should think more about this. There is the idea of basic income and sharing of
jobs, and we should think about these options. But so far, this is far away from our
reality, and we might not think enough about it’ (NL-G1).
Moreover, political strategical considerations play a role in this line of thinking. Criticizing
the idea of economic growth is already controversial in the political arena. This makes it
more strategically attractive to talk about the possibilities of green growth and the green
jobs that will be realized:
‘I think we are too easily on the line of green growth, which is already tough because
it is not mainstream. It is already hard enough to question general economic growth
and suggest it should be green growth. But maybe green growth is not even going
to solve our problems, and that is going to be an ever-tougher message’ (BE-G1).
These political strategic considerations appear to be quite dominant in determining the
public narrative around economic growth for the three green parties; often one of a green
economy and the potential for green jobs. At least one interviewed member of each of the
three parties (BE-G1, NL-G2, NL-G4 & SE-G1) is of opinion that reducing consumption levels
and stabilizing or degrowing the economy should be a more dominant part of the public
narrative:
‘The last time we discussed the concept of economic growth in the party was in the
time of Femke Halsema [party leader of GreenLeft 2002-2010]. We came to the
concept of green growth. After this, the debate was swept under the carpet, we did
not discuss it anymore because it was politically strategically unwise to be against
growth (…). I think it is politically wise to open up this debate again, in my opinion
we should tell the honest story and say we can’t keep up our current growth
addiction’ (NL-G2).
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This signals that within the three parties, there are voices taking a more explicit position
against the idea of green growth. This is also emphasized by the demand for more
fundamental and ideological debates within the green parties.

4.3 Reflecting on the parties’ views on economic transformations
Part 1 of the results has presented the views of the participating European green parties on
economic transformations towards sustainability. This final reflection examines the
configurations of the three groups. Furthermore, it reflects on the similarities and differences
between the views from the five interviewed green parties.

4.3.1 Q analysis: strong party alignment

The Q analysis demonstrates that there is a strong alignment in the viewpoints of members
from the same party. Analyzing the configuration of the three groups shows that from the six
parties that had more than one member participating, all members (with two expectations
discussed below) ended up in the same group (see Table 2). In the Q methodology
instructions, the participants were asked to rank the statements according to the views of
their party. So, if there is a clear view within the party on economic transformations, it is to
be expected that most members from one party end up in the same group. However, taking
into consideration personal views, beliefs and experiences, it is interesting to note that
almost all members of the same party ended up in the same group. This indicates that
members in one party have similar views.
There are two exceptions to this alignment in views of member from the same party. One
member of the Swedish Green Party (SE-G1) was placed in Group 2 (Beyond the system of
growth), while the other two members of this party (SE-G2 & SE-G3) are part of Group 1
(Towards human wellbeing in recognition of ecological limits). From interviews with
members of the Swedish Green Party it became clear that within the party there is a group
of members that take more radical stances than most members and SE-G1 indicated that he
is part of this more radical group. This could explain why he falls in the group ‘beyond the
system of growth’, while the other two members are part of Group 1. The existence of a
group of party members with more radical views within one party was mentioned in several
interviews. The two submitted Q rankings of the three members of the Red-Green Alliance
from Denmark (one Q-sort was ranked by two members), ended up in Group 1 and 2.
Because the members of the Red-Green Alliance were not interviewed, no indication can be
given as to why both fall in different groups.

4.3.1 Interviews: similar views on economic transformations

In general, the five interviewed green parties share similar views on the causes of
sustainability problems and the economic transformations that need to happen to create a
sustainable society. All five parties appoint the neoliberalization of the economic system as
one of the main causes of the sustainability crisis. The central focus of the economic
transformations they propose is therefore aimed at countering the structures and policies
implemented in line with the neoliberalist ideology to create a stronger government which
can decarbonize the market. The economic transformations that are high on the agenda are
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a shift in fiscal policies from taxing labor to taxing pollution, stricter market regulations to
phase out fossil fuels and stimulating green innovations.
All the policy proposals mentioned above demonstrate the proposed economic
transformations focus primarily on the supply side of the economic system. Although all
parties wish to strengthen the position of the government, they also wish to avoid a
government that patronizes its citizens by overextending interference on the consumer side.
Instead, they prefer to alter market structures so that more sustainable options become
available and unsustainable options are discouraged.
Only the Party for the Animals (NL) focuses on a different level of causes and economic
transformations by problematizing the current social configurations and values of the
economic system and highlighting the need for systemic shift in norms. Just like the four
other interviewed green parties, the Party for the Animals (NL) acknowledges the urgency to
decarbonize the economy. But in their view, there is a deeper level of transformations
needed to truly decarbonize the economy and create a just society. Therefore, economic
transformations aimed at changing the system, such as a reduction in consumption and
degrowing the economy, are high on the agenda of the Party for the Animals (NL).
The five parties do not only have diverging and similar views on economic transformations
but also on the strategies for achieving these transformations. Chapter 5 discusses the
strategies proposed by the five interviewed green parties.
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5. Results part 2: Strategies to achieve economic transformations

Chapter 4 showed that the green parties have several ideas on economic transformations
towards sustainability, but in the end ideas alone are not enough to create a sustainable
economy. To realize their proposed economic transformations, green parties have different
political strategies. Chapter 5 describes how, according to the interviewees, the green
parties they belong to (The Swedish Greens, GreenLeft (NL), Party for the Animals (NL),
Green (BE) and the German Greens) are planning to achieve the proposed economic
transformations.
Within parliament, political parties can have two roles: as a governing party or as an
opposition party. The first two sections discuss the different strategies of green parties in
both roles. Green parties also engage with groups outside of the political arena; section
three describes these efforts. The fourth section elaborates on the strategical tension green
parties experience when they have to decide how pragmatic or idealistic they should be.
Section five reflects on the political strategies of the interviewed green parties.

5.1 Becoming a governing party
A central strategy from 4 of the interviewed parties is to gain more political power,
legislative or executive, by winning more votes and become a governing party. All
interviewed green parties have seats in the (sub)national parliament. As part of the
(sub)national parliament, the parties wield legislative power; they can pass laws with the
majority of the parliament. The parties emphasize that their legislative task, developing and
passing laws, is one of the most important functions:
‘As parliament you have legislative power, which is a kind of solidified ethics.
Therefore, it is a fundamental role of every political party to build legislation’ (NL-P3).
Next to having legislative power, the interviewed parties want to gain executive power by
becoming a governing party. They assume that becoming a governing party with executive
power will increase their ability to realize their envisioned plans. An added advantage is that
the coalition of governing parties forms an alliance in the national parliament, which could
also strengthen their legislative power by having a secured majority:
‘We want to be part of the government, that is a goal (…). We have to be in a
position that allows us to pass laws’ (DE-G2).
The five parties acknowledge that being a governing party will not automatically ensure that
their plans get implemented, because they will be in a position that requires them to make
compromises. Because the five green parties have few seats in the (sub)national parliament,
they will have less power to push for their agenda in the coalition. Of the interviewed
parties, only the Swedish Green Party is currently part of the governing coalition and is now
experiencing the advantages and disadvantages of being a governing party.
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On one hand, the Swedish Green Party members are convinced that they have more
influence over the development and implementation of policies than they would have had
they been an opposition party. Together with the Social-Democrats they form a minority
government, which is supported by three other parties. The Swedish Greens delivered
several ministers to the cabinet who have been able to push for reforms in the government’s
climate and biodiversity policies. One example mentioned is the role of the green finance
minister in doubling the national environmental budget and developing alternative progress
measurements:
‘What we have done is that the minister of financial markets is green. So, from that
perspective he's been able to ask the Agency of Statistics to develop new indicators
for progress, which are now implemented in the budget’ (SE-G2).
On the other hand, the Swedish Greens acknowledge that there are limits to what they can
achieve as governing party. First, in the development of the coalition agreement the
coalition parties must compromise to find a middle ground between all the parties’ election
manifestos. In the case of the Swedish coalition, the Swedish Greens have far fewer seats
(16/349) than the Social-Democrats (100/349), which makes the Greens' negotiation position
weaker. The Swedish Greens have to focus their efforts on areas which are also of interest
for the Social-Democrats. They found common ground, for example, in the areas of green
technology and inequality reduction. Another limitation cited by the Swedish Greens
members is the burden of being responsible for all government policies and actions.
Because the Swedish greens are part of the coalition and have to make compromises, they
are also backing government decisions they are less favorable of:
‘You have to take responsibility for what the government does, even if you don't like
every decision. You are part of the government and have to answer for it either way,
if it is good or bad, it is a part of your policy if you are part of the government’ (SEG3).
This responsibility has two relevant consequences. First, the Swedish Greens feel they must
be less outspoken about their more radical ideas and in their critique of government actions
and other coalition parties. Secondly, the Swedish Greens have experienced the general
tendency of losing votes as a governing party. As a governing party in the previous
government period, they lost 9 of their 25 seats in the following election cycle.
Despite these challenges of being a governing party, the Swedish Greens are convinced this
is the best strategy to achieve their vision. They argue that in the context of the climate crisis
and the rise of far-right parties, they have to take the responsibility to govern:
‘Our main motive for staying [in the government] is the urgency of the climate crisis. We
don’t have time to stay on the side line, we need to start acting. We see it as a moral
imperative to do things now even if what we can do is small. (…) And a big driver for us
to stay in the government is that we are shutting the far right out of power’ (SE-G2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) is the only interviewed party for whom becoming a governing
party is not the main strategy. The German Greens, Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL) share the
Swedish Green Party’s approach and are convinced that the strategy of becoming a
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governing party is most effective to achieve their goals. They are eager to be in a governing
position to have more opportunities to implement their plans and to demonstrate that they
are capable of carrying the responsibility to govern. In contrast, the Party for the Animals
(NL) only wants to govern if they do not have to compromise their ideals. They believe
moving too far away from their ideals will lead to a centralized pathway that keeps society
on an unsustainable track. They understand they will not be able to govern without having to
make compromises in the current political context and with their number of seats (5/150)
and are therefore not actively trying to become a governing party. The Party for the Animals
(NL) criticizes the quest of other parties to become a governing party. In their opinion,
governing should not be a goal in and of itself. The goal should be to move society in the
right direction, and becoming a governing party is not always the most effective strategy to
get there. The role with which they assume to have the most influence at this moment is
building a movement for a more radical system change:
‘It is not about being a governing party; it is about moving in the right direction. We
need to think which roles are needed to achieve this and for us it is the role of
motivating people’ (PD2).

5.2 Opposition strategies
Currently, most green parties are not in a governing position but rather are part of the
opposition, and thus must employ other strategies to achieve their goals. There are two key
components in the strategies of the green opposition parties: checking the government and
presenting and passing alternative plans.
The interviewed green parties explain that it is their task to hold the government
accountable. This involves exposing all the negative effects of the governing coalitions’
policies and actions. By highlighting one party’s wrongs, they are implicitly, and often
explicitly, presenting themselves as a favorable alternative. One example of how the green
oppositional parties do this is explaining the negative environmental effects of the policy
plans of the coalition. However, several green party members stress that criticizing
government’s plans without presenting alternative plans will not convince the public that
your party is better equipped to govern the country:
‘When you are an opposition party you try to unmask that people in the government
are making a mess of it, that they are not trustworthy and that they take the wrong
decisions, while at the same time presenting yourself as a credible alternative’ (NLG2).
Besides checking the government, the green opposition parties are developing alternative
proposals. During the interviews, two different objectives for the alternative proposals came
forward: passing legislation and creating political space. The German Greens, Green (BE)
and GreenLeft (NL) are trying to get their sustainability topics on the agenda, to eventually
realize legislation which is more compatible with their sustainability objectives. After initial
proposals are developed within the party, they try to build broader political support for their
proposals. In the end, the green parties will need the support of the majority of the
parliament to pass their proposals.
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It is within this process that compromising reemerges to play an important role in the
strategy of opposition parties. First, the green parties try to find support among the more
like-minded parties, often those on the left side of the political spectrum. In Germany, the
Netherlands and Belgium (Flanders), a proposal which is supported by all the left parties is
not enough, because these parties combined do not add up to the majority of seats in their
parliaments. Subsequently, they must find support for their proposals from the more central
and right parties. To sell their proposal, the green parties explain, they try to frame their
ideas and solutions in a way that appeals to those parties:
‘If you only talk from your own perspective and goals, you won’t convince the others,
so you specifically need to show in what ways your proposal echoes their concerns
and goals. For example, showing that your proposal does not have a negative effect
on businesses or employment opportunities’ (NL-G5).
Often this means the green parties have to adapt their proposal so that the policy does not
have a negative effect on indicators that are important for the other parties, like economic
growth, employment and corporate taxes. This can, for example, be done by incorporating
exemption rules in the proposal. As a result, the final proposal will not be as ambitious as
the green parties initially intended, but could garner the broader political support needed
to pass:
‘It never goes as far as you would like, but hopefully bit by bit it will get better’ (NLG1).
The Party for the Animals (NL) takes another approach by aiming to create political space
with their proposal, rather than integrating them into diluted proposals. From the first part
of this chapter, it is clear the Party for the Animals (NL) takes on a more idealistic approach
in their proposals. They do not want to make major compromises on their proposals for the
sake of centrism, because they are afraid that the adjusted proposal will deviate too far from
their ideals. Moreover, by introducing their more extreme and uncompromised proposals in
parliament, they hope to open up political space and move the discussion in their direction:
‘Because we take on the role of radical, behind us we create space for people to
make more extreme proposals without getting the label of foolish ‘(NL-P2).

5.3 Strategies outside the formal political arena
The green parties are also active outside the formal political arena, and they have several
strategies aimed at the public and the private sector serving different goals that they believe
will help in achieving their vision.
An important goal of the parties’ public engagement strategy is to create public awareness
and increase public support. Public support is instrumental for putting their topics on the
political agenda, and to pressure the governing coalition or other parties. Several green
parties mention that climate change is one of the topics for which public support has
increased dramatically over the last couple of years, partly due to their efforts to put this
topic on the agenda. Public interest for this topic helps the parties push for stronger
measures in the formal political arena. A member from the German Greens associates the
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growing support for their party with the increased public interest in the topic of climate
change:
‘I have the feeling that the topic of climate change is more in the middle of society.
Climate change has grown into a majority topic which actually really touches people
and where people say, ‘okay this is also something about me’. And I think that's also
something the Greens kind of earn, because we put it into the middle of the
parliament. We put it into the public again and again and again. And when we look
at the actual polls, we see the greens are growing in Germany. People now see that
climate change is really happening and that we are the one party that puts it at the
center of politics’ (DE-G1).
Creating public support is especially important for the Swedish Greens, who are a governing
party. They are turning several of their ideas into real policies which affect people. Public
support increases the acceptance and uptake of these policies and can help to keep their
electoral support in the next elections.
The parties often use media to reach out to the public. Conventional media outlets and
social media are used to make statements about the parties’ positions and opinions. In
doing so, the parties hope to get the public on their side and exert pressure on the other
parties. The Party for the Animals (NL) is very active in this area, using social media to not
only build public pressure but also encourage sustainable behavior.
The five parties give few examples of how they engage the public offline and in person.
GreenLeft (NL) organized a Kantinetour (canteen tour), in which they initiated a conversation
with the public to get a better understanding of the topics on peoples' minds. The German
Greens and Green (BE) organize conferences on several topics, but they recognize this
mainly attracts their own electorate.

5.3.1 Gap between the public and politics

The green parties have a hard time engaging the public and building public support for
their plans. Apart from the increased concern for climate change, they generally experience
a growing gap between the public and politics. GreenLeft (NL), Green (BE) and the Swedish
Greens feel their plans often do not resonate with the public, because they are either not
interested or have different views:
‘We have to reflect on the idea that there might be a gap between our thinking as
idealists and the people for whom we say we are doing it for. Apparently, we have a
hard time reaching them’ (NL-G5).
A member from Green (BE-G1) gives an example on support for their energy policy.
Currently, oil and gas remain cheaper than their renewable alternatives. However, when the
transition is made to renewable energy sources, as proposed by Green (BE), there will be a
period when energy prices will increase. It will be hard to create public support for this
measure because often an energy price increase is received negatively. It is therefore hard
to compel voters by explaining that if we make this transition now, in the long term the cost
of renewable energy sources will decrease, and climate change damage costs are avoided.
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To close the gap between public opinion and politics, the Party for the Animals (NL)
advocates stimulating increased public participation in politics. They are of the opinion that
public participation should go beyond casting a vote every four years during the elections. It
did however not become clear during the interviews what this party is undertaking to
achieve increased participation.

5.3.2 Building a narrative

Building a narrative is cited as an important strategy for bridging the gap between the
public and the parties. For the green parties, narratives function as stories that explain the
ways they envision the future in an appealing and simple manner. In turn, they can use these
narratives to explain how their policy proposals help in achieving this future. Moreover, a
narrative is used to motivate people to take action by making them part of the story. An
example of this is telling young people ‘they are the generation that can save the future of
our planet’ (NL-P1). For this reason, the parties emphasize it is important to create a positive
story, because this is more appealing to people than a negative story.
Most parties use a narrative to create a story that is relatable for a certain group, but a
narrative can also be used to introduce new ideas or less popular messages. The Party for
the Animals (NL), for example, tells stories about a world in which we consume fewer
materials or travel less. They understand that these messages are not very popular, but they
hope to get people used to the idea of a society that is not based on economic growth.
GreenLeft (NL) and Green (BE) also play with the idea of developing narratives that
emphasize the idea of ‘enough’, but they have yet to start large campaigns spreading these
stories, partly due to their aforementioned (part 1B) strategic considerations.

5.3.3 Engaging with the private sector and civil society

Aside from strategically targeting the public, the five parties build cooperation with civil
society and scientific and private entities to strengthen their position. The green parties
often have similar objectives as environmental civil society organizations, and they try to
build coalitions with these like-minded groups. The support of reputable environmental
groups is also used to increase the legitimacy of proposed plans. Both GreenLeft (NL) and
the Party for the Animals (NL) are of the opinion that these kinds of collaborations have yet
to realize their full potential. The parties and like-minded environmental groups are siloed,
operating on their own islands, when they could function more as networks with the same
objectives. Collaboration can also go beyond the traditional environmental NGOs. Green
(BE), for example, collaborated with scientists from several universities in the development
of their proposal for a new climate law.
The German Greens, GreenLeft (NL) and the Swedish Greens actively engage with the
private sector. They specifically focus on industries who play a major role in the transition to
a sustainable economy with no GHG emissions, which mainly involves heavy polluting and
emitting industries, but also green frontrunners. They initiate dialogues with these
companies to get an understanding of their situation and to build buy-in for their plans to
reduce emissions in the private sector. The Swedish Greens launched a program that urges
and supports heavy polluting industries to take action:
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‘We have very strong programs on involving the heavy industry in the fossil free
economy. We have a specific program called Fossil Free Sweden, which is all about
including different branches of the private sector in the transformation. So, what they
do is that they (…) sit down with different branches of the economy, asking them to
develop their action plan for a fossil free economy: ‘The cabinet decided that we
would be climate neutral by 2045, how will you do that?’ Not asking if, but just asking
how they are going to do this’ (SE-G2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) are open to engaging with the private sector, but only on the
condition that they discuss how the company can become fossil free in the coming years. In
their experience, most companies back out when they put this forward as a condition for
collaboration.
Apart from being seen as a partner for collaboration, the private sector is often viewed as a
major obstacle to reaching a more sustainable future by the green parties. The corporate
lobby and the lobby on European level in particular are seen as one of the driving forces
behind the push-back on more ambitious climate legislation. The corporate lobby consist of
several groups who represent corporations with major vested interests in fossil fuel intensive
sectors and activities. The interviewed green parties explain that they themselves are not
influenced by the corporate lobby groups. The more corporate-friendly parties, mainly the
parties on the right of the political spectrum, are the ones who are receptive to the inputs of
corporate lobby groups. The green parties pose that, as a result of this corporate lobby
influence, these other parties do not dare to take more ambitious steps, which makes it
more difficult to come to acceptable compromises.

5.4 Strategic tension: pragmatic vs. idealistic
The five interviewed parties all struggle with the question of how pragmatic or idealistic they
should be. This question underlies almost all strategic considerations. All parties
acknowledge that both approaches have an important function, regardless of which
approach they decide to take.
In their strategic considerations, the green parties often refer to the urgency of the climate
crisis as a reason to take on a more pragmatic approach. All interviewed green parties
except the Party for the Animals (NL) argue that every step in the right direction should be
encouraged and celebrated because of that urgency. In their opinion, there is no longer
time to enter into extensive high-level ideological debates and discussions on each issue.
Doing so would be an overly idealistic attitude leading to counterproductive loss of time,
according to members from GreenLeft (NL). There is a risk that this attitude could even
obstruct steps in the right direction. They explain that if a large power generation company
decides to reduce their emissions by 10%, it is more effective to welcome this step than
respond negatively by saying that it is not ambitious enough. In this case, being pragmatic
means taking the current situation and deciding which steps can be taken from there to
have the biggest impact. This doesn’t mean GreenLeft (NL) and the other parties are not
idealistic or are against an idealistic approach. Rather they try to combine idealism with a
pragmatic approach to be more effective and record results:
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‘I rather take a step into the good direction, than wash my hands in ideological
innocence and get nothing done’ (NL-G2).
The pragmatic approach, stemming from a sense of urgency, requires the green parties to
continuously seek political consensus with parties with less ambitious climate agendas. This
means the green parties constantly need to assess the political feasibility of their plans and
build consensus around their proposals. As discussed previously, reaching a majority in the
interviewed parties' four countries requires green parties to involve the center or right
parties. In general, those parties have an agenda that is significantly less ambitious on
sustainability issues. Thus, to build a legislative framework that advances climate action, the
green parties are required to be pragmatic and compromise on several levels. The green
parties, expect for the Party for the Animals (NL), explain that it is therefore not yet politically
feasible to promote more radical pathways, like degrowth. They already have a hard time
creating agreements on emission reduction targets and stricter sectoral measures:
‘The dark green people are of opinion that it is not going fast enough, and they are
pushing for more tough measures. But we will never get such tough measures passed
and that is also problematic (…) because it will not help you achieve your political goals’
(NL-G2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) takes a more idealistic approach, because in their view it is
crucial to open up ideological debates, present a narrative for an alternative future and
motivate people to push for another direction. The four other green parties acknowledge
that this too is an important approach. However, the Party for the Animals (NL) is the only
one using this approach as a starting point for their strategy. In response to the statement of
the GreenLeft (NL) member above one of the Party of the Animals (NL) members retorted by
stating:
‘Getting things done is not only about passing resolutions, but also about creating
public awareness and action. (…) it is also about pushing for higher ambitions and
voicing an alternative sound (…). System change does not happen because we go a
percentage more into the good direction. System change happens because people
see the current system is stuck and there is an alternative’ (NL-P2).
The Party for the Animals (NL) criticizes the pragmatic approach in which political feasibility
is taken as the main motivation for the proposed sustainability agenda. They state that it is
dangerous to compromise on the basis of political feasibility instead of scientific
considerations. To illustrate this, they use the Dutch Climate Law as an example. This
legislative framework exists to ensure that the Netherlands complies with the Paris
Agreement. Initially, the Party of the Animals (NL) proposed a framework for this law, but in
the end the law was based on an initiative of the GreenLeft (NL) and the Labor Party (NL).
After many rounds of negotiations and compromises, the law was passed by votes in favor
from seven left, center and right parties. The Party of the Animals (NL) voted against the law.
They did not find the law ambitious enough anymore because of all the compromises that
had been made to the original proposal:
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‘We have a new climate law. The first question is if you can even call it a law, lawyers
are doubting this because it is a non-enforceable law, it is an ambition. With this law
there is a very small chance we will stay below the two degrees global warming. This
is not enough. But, with this law the impression is created that we are doing enough’
(NL-P3).
They explain that passing this law gives a false sense of action. The Climate Law was put
forward as adequate to tackle climate change, while in the opinion of the Party of the
Animals this is far from true. From their perspective, the Climate Law gives the idea the
government is doing enough, and further enhancements are no longer debated:
‘This is what we call ‘struggling along’: you are not solving the problem but taking
very very small steps in the good direction. And this is by far not enough (…). Politics
is often about feasibility. Politicians are saying: ‘Maybe it is feasible to become 5%
more sustainable in the coming 30 years’. We are saying that we shouldn’t do what
we think is feasible, but we need to do what is necessary’ (NL-P2).

5.5 Reflections on the parties’ strategies
Part 2 of the results discussed how the green parties want to achieve the economic
transformations they proposed in Part 1 of the results. This reflection examines the links
between the proposed economic transformations and the political strategies.

5.5.1 Going beyond policy proposals

The interviewed green parties have a clear vision for a sustainable economy, but often lack
an overarching strategy on how to realize the necessary transformations. To get a better
understanding of the activities the green parties undertake to realize their ideas, they were
asked about their broader political strategy to achieve the proposed economic
transformations in the second part of the interview. Most party members initially reverted to
naming policy proposals in line with the economic transformation they envision, and only
tapped into strategical approaches after repeated explanations. Despite these clarifications,
getting a sense of their political strategy took substantially more effort than getting an
understanding of the policies they envision. This illustrates that the party members who were
interviewed, and presumably the majority of members within these green parties, are more
focused on developing policy proposals, than a political strategy on how to achieve these
policy proposals.
One possible reason why the interviewed green parties are less focused on their political
strategy is that they have already obtained a position in the (sub)national parliament that
gives them political power. The interviewed green parties have a voter-base that brought
them at least 3% of the votes for one term or longer. Having this position gives the parties
space to focus on developing policy proposals. But even in this position the parties will not
simply realize their plans by proposing them, because none of the interviewed parties have
an absolute majority in their (sub)national parliament.
Another possible reason for the lack of an overarching strategical plan is the complexity of
developing an adequate political strategy. Part 1 demonstrated that it is not always clear-cut
to the parties which economic transformations they need to pursue or propose to achieve
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their vision. This ambiguity is caused by the complexity of the situation, a lack of empirical
knowledge and political considerations, hindering the development of a political strategy.
When the pursued economic transformations are not clear or their intricacies poorly
understood, it is complicated to develop a suitable political strategy. In other cases, where
the pursued economic transformation is clear, there can be doubt about the best fitting
political strategy. For example, the earlier question on how idealistic or pragmatic the
parties should be in their approach reflects widely divergent beliefs on the most suitable
political strategy.
That their broader political strategy is not top-of-mind among the interviewed party
members does not mean the green parties did not develop political strategies to achieve
their plans. Even though the interviewed party members did not present overarching
strategical plans, after steering the second part of the interviews towards political strategies
it became clear that the green parties do have different strategical approaches.

5.5.2 The strategy of becoming a governing party

Four of the five interviewed parties, the German Greens, the Swedish Greens, Green (BE)
and GreenLeft (NL), see it as their responsibility to become a governing party and design
their strategy accordingly. Becoming a governing party and passing legislation requires the
four parties to take on a pragmatic approach, which requires building coalitions and making
compromises. However, these parties are now experiencing the well-known political tension
around which topics they should compromise on and to what extent. The Swedish Greens
especially are experiencing this tension, being the only interviewed party currently part of a
governing coalition.
The strategy to take on a more pragmatic approach is reflected in the decisions on the
proposed economic transformations by these four parties. Part 1 of the results showed that
these four green parties share viewpoint 1 and 3, which presented less-radical positions than
parties within viewpoint 2. This indicates that the four green parties focus more on
pragmatic proposals than idealistic ones, which makes their proposals more suitable to build
coalitions around. The other interviewed party, the Party for the Animals (NL), espouses
viewpoint 2; this is reflected in their strategy, which can be categorized as more idealistic.
The German Greens, Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL) are hyper-focused on becoming a
governing party and the plans they would propose in this position, but a strategical
framework for their current position as oppositional party seems to be missing. Becoming a
governing party has almost become a goal in itself, rather than a means to an end. They are
convinced a governing position gives them more power to transform the economic system
according to their ideas. This conviction leads to a strong strategic focus on gaining votes,
proposing less-radical proposals and presenting the party as a potential and competent
governing partner. There is a risk that these green parties are not using their oppositional
position to its full potential because of their strong focus on becoming a governing party.
Developing a strong oppositional strategy could potentially increase their influence to
transform the economic system from their current position. And because it is not certain
they will become a governing party after the next elections, developing a strong
oppositional strategy now could potentially play an important role in the future as well.
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5.5.3 Playing another game

The strategy of the Party for the Animals (NL) is focused on fighting for idealistic proposals in
line with their vision and not on becoming a governing party like the other four parties.
Because the party is not constantly working to build political coalitions with potential
governing parties, they have the space to propose uncompromised ideas and present
idealistic narratives. Part 1 demonstrated that the Party for the Animals (NL) is more focused
on systems change and shifts in societal norms in their plans for economic transformations
than the other interviewed green parties. This is in line with their strategical approach that
allows them to voice more radical proposals. Their willingness to present critical ideas of the
system translates into a strategy that is not aimed at building coalitions by making
compromises.
A consequence of this strategical approach is that the Party for the Animals (NL) stands
further outside the formal political arena than most other parties in the Dutch national
parliament. Most proposals coming from the Party for the Animals (NL) are to voice a more
sustainable alternative and are not designed to get a majority of the votes. Therefore, in
practice, most proposals from the Party for the Animals (NL) within the national parliament
do not get passed. This signals that their proposals are more focused on informing the
public on matters of concern instead of working towards political coalitions. A risk of this deprioritization of building political coalitions and reaching compromises is that other parties
will no longer involve the Party for the Animals (NL) in their efforts to find partners to pass
legislation. It is a risk the Party for the Animals (NL) is willing to take because they are
convinced a truly sustainable society can only be achieved by radically transforming the
economic system.
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6. Discussion
This research explored the views of Northern and Western European green parties on
economic transformations towards sustainability and their strategies to achieve them. This
chapter discusses the results. Section 6.1 maps the proposed economic transformations on
the economic approaches identified in scientific literature. Section 6.2 discusses how the
green parties perceive to be able to change the economic system and how this influences
the decision on pursued economic transformations. Section 6.3 reflects on the green
political ideology developments among green parties. In doing so, it specially zooms in on
the ecological modernization approach by the German Greens. The last section (6.4) goes
over the most relevant limitations of this thesis.

6.1 Mapping the proposed transformations
The views of the green parties on economic transformations can be mapped on different
transformations identified in the scientific literature and differ in their radicality. The green
parties have a common vision for the economic system: wellbeing for all people and future
generations, while respecting the planetary boundaries. They diverge in their ideas on which
economic transformations are needed to reach this vision. The difference lies mainly in the
radicality of change the parties propose. To illustrate this, the three viewpoints that
emerged from the Q analysis are first mapped onto the economic transformations identified
in the scientific literature. Subsequently, the differences in radicality are discussed.

6.1.1 Viewpoint 1: Toward human wellbeing in recognition of ecological limits

Viewpoint 1, based on the Q-sorts of 13 party members from seven green parties, including
the Swedish Green Party, Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL), matches closely with the prosperity
without growth transformation. In both views prosperity should be decoupled from the
imperative of economic growth and the restructuring of the market is at the forefront of the
transformation’s efforts (Jackson, 2017). There is also a close link between the parties’ and
Jacksons (2017) more agnostic stance on the growth debate. Once the market is
restructured, prioritizing wellbeing (specifically inequality) and ecological indicators, the
growth debate becomes less relevant. The viewpoint slightly diverges from the prosperity
without growth approach in the parties' hesitance to focus on consumption behavior.
Whereas the prosperity without growth approach strongly advocates to reevaluate the link
between materialistic consumption and happiness, the parties within this viewpoint rather
focus on the production side instead of the consumption side.

6.1.2 Viewpoint 2: Beyond the system of growth

Viewpoint 2, which is based on the Q-sorts of eight party members from six green parties,
including the Party for the Animals (NL), is in line with the degrowth approach. In both views
economic growth is strongly problematized and degrowing the economy is promoted in
order to align our ecological footprint with the carrying capacity of the Earth (Schneider et
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al., 2010). There is an understanding that degrowing the economy requires a cultural shift in
society and finding other ways to stabilize the economy (Kallis, 2011). Where the degrowth
approach is explicit in its critique on capitalistic institutions (Latouche, 2009), the party
members within viewpoint 2 stay more implicit in this critique by proposing to restructure
specific elements of the capitalistic market.

6.1.3 Viewpoint 3: Greening the economy

Viewpoint 3, based on the Q-sorts of three party members, all part of the German Greens,
maps well onto the green economy approach. Within this approach and among the party
members of the German Greens, there is a strong belief that economic growth is
compatible with sustainability (Ferguson, 2015). Selectively growing green sectors,
stimulating technical innovations, internalizing negative externalities and stricter industrial
policies will help green conventional economic growth (Urhammer & Røpke, 2013). Although
green growth is considered possible by the German Greens, they do not have a strong focus
on economic growth and therefore this viewpoint is not matched with the green growth
approach.

6.1.4 Radicality of change

Green parties diverge in the radicality of change they propose. In the political and scientific
arena, different visions and views exist on which economic transformations are needed to
create a sustainable economy. There is a distinction in the radicality of change proposed,
which is most prevailing in the distinction in the pro- growth and post-growth discourse
(Spangenberg, 2016). Pathways inside the pro-growth discourse stay within the capitalist
economic system (Feola, 2015; Jessop, 2012). The German Greens clearly operate within the
pro-growth discourse and are convinced they do not have to change the structures of the
capitalistic system to achieve a sustainable economic system. Pathways inside the postgrowth discourse imply that a sustainable economic system can only be achieved when
economic transformations go outside the current capitalist economic system (Jessop, 2018;
Feola, 2015). The green parties within viewpoint 2, among others the Party for the Animals
(NL), align with this perspective. An economic system in which degrowth is promoted and
values around consumption and the power of capital are changed, can no longer be
characterized as capitalist. Green parties constituting viewpoint 1 are grouped under the
post-growth discourse, but they are less radically pushing away from a capitalist economic
system.

6.2 How to transform the economic system
The green parties have different ideas on how they can transform the economic system. This
leads to different levels of proposals for economic transformations. Most interviewed green
parties are convinced it is more feasible to change the economic system in incremental
steps, which results in a majority of proposals for economic transformations on a practical
level. The big question is if this will lead to needed systemic transformations.
Agency
Before diving into the different ideas of green parties on how they can transform the
economic systems, it is important to highlight that all interviewed green parties perceive to
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have strong agency over the transformation process. They identify transformations as
deliberate processes in which they have agency to steer the outcomes. Specifically, in the
form of creating the rules and regulations of the society they operate in and by influencing
public opinion. The clear goal to become a government party reflects most green parties’
believe to have the strongest agency when they are in a position with executive power and
stronger legislative power. The Swedish Green party has a more nuanced perspective on
their agency as governing party. Their current position as coalition partner has taught them
that this position also has limiting factors. They are the junior partner opposite a much larger
coalition partner. This gives them a weaker position in debates within the government,
which requires making compromises. Moreover, the governing responsibility brings public
scrutinization. Overall, the strong belief in deliberate agency shows that green parties
conceptualize transformations as manageable processes, in line with transition management
scholars such as Grin, Rotmans & Schot (2010).
Incremental change
The majority of the interviewed green parties believe their best chance to transform the
economic system is in incremental steps. This research identified that the German Greens,
the Swedish Greens, Green (BE) and GreenLeft (NL) have decided on a pragmatic approach
in their political strategy, due to the urgency of the climate crisis and the political context
they operate in. Their deliberate decision for a pragmatic approach indicates that these
parties are convinced that incremental steps will help them transform the economic system
in a sustainable direction. They consider more radical proposals not to be politically feasible
and rather pass legislation by building consensus on less radical plans. The Party for the
Animals (NL) believes the economic system can only be transformed by taking more radical
steps. In line with Kates (2012), they are convinced that incremental steps will not be enough
to transform the economic systems to an extent that will result in a truly sustainable
economy. The different theories of change are visualized in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10: Economic transformations in incremental or radical steps.

To understand this deliberation between changing the economic system in incremental or
radical steps, we must take a look at the political context in which the green parties operate.
The assessment of parties’ ability to bring about different degrees of transformations
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depends on their perceived and actual sphere of influence (Schlitz, Vieten & Miller, 2010). All
interviewed green parties can be classified as relatively small parties as they have less than
10% of the seats and, expect for the Swedish Greens, they are all part of the opposition
within the parliament. Their size and position limits their options to influence the political
processes and get for example radical legislation passed, without the need to build broad
coalitions. The conducted interviews made it clear that the green parties perceive to have
more influence in a governing position, which they are currently aiming for. Only the
Swedish Greens have a more nuanced view on the increased influence that a governing
position brings. Due to their relatively small size in the governing coalition they are still
bound to build consensus and have to 'choose their battles’. Another reason why green
parties feel the need to take on a pragmatic approach and take incremental steps, is the rise
of populist right-wing parties with an anti-environmentalist position (Carter, 2018).
Practical transformations
The belief in the feasibility of incremental change influences the level of economic
transformations the parties proposes. Most of the identified economic transformations can
be situated in the practical sphere of transformations. This is demonstrated in Figure 11
where several of the proposed economic transformations are mapped on the three spheres
of transformations of O’Brien & Sygna (2013). Economic transformations supported by the all
the participating green parties can be identified in this sphere, such as taxing pollution and
incentivizing green innovation. It is not surprising that most proposed economic
transformations are on a practical level, because this sphere represents transformations that
directly contribute to desired outcomes. Climate action requires policy changes that
incentivize technical and behavioral responses (O’Brien & Sygna, 2013). Moreover, progress
in the practical sphere is more tangible and easier to track, which makes it more
straightforward for parties to develop proposals on this level and to demonstrate their
achievements to the public. Some of the proposed economic transformations can be
situated in the political sphere, focused on systems and structures. Most notably are the
efforts to counter neoliberalism and the push away from the imperative of growth in the
economic system. Very few examples of proposed economic transformations can be
identified in the personal sphere. Transformations on the personal level, geared at changing
worldviews, values, beliefs and norms, are the most complicated to achieve. Only the Party
for the Animals (NL) is actively trying to change norms and values. In their efforts to
transform the economic system they try to shift away from consumerism and focus on
changing how people perceive themselves in the economic system, to incentivize a different
a more sustainable attitude.
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Figure 11: Proposed economic transformations by the participating green parties
mapped on the three spheres of transformations (adapted from: O’Brien & Sygna, 2013).

This thesis identifies two reasons why the green parties mainly focus their efforts to
transform the economic system at the practical level, contributing to the understanding of
the relation between incremental and radical change (Burch et al., 2019). The first part of this
section explained that parties perceive to have the most influence in their political context
when they focus their efforts on incremental change. This requires the parties to take
pragmatic steps for which they are more likely to be able to build consensus and pass
legislation. The complexity of transformations in the political and personal spheres is
another reason why green parties focus most efforts on the practical sphere. Achieving
transformations in the political and personal spheres is more complicated and requires
parties to have a deep understanding of the economic system, the influence of worldviews,
values and beliefs, and ways to change them. This is often lacking. The small green parties
have a limited capacity to study options for economic transformations in the political and
personal spheres. The day-to-day issues on the political agenda are taking most of their
attention and make them focus around tangible policy issues. But in periods that force
parties to re-evaluate their longer-term plans and strategies, mainly during the development
of a new manifesto for upcoming elections, knowledge seems to be missing on the workings
of alternative economic systems. This, together with the radicality of these proposals, could
explain why there are few examples of plans for changing the structures of the economic
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system which are, for example, aimed at a care economy, creating a stable economy not
based on growth, changing ownership structures, alternative money systems and different
types of work arrangements like work sharing. Even if parties would have had the resources
and capacity to investigate potential economic transformations on this level, they will find
few empirical research in the scientific literature which will help them develop trajectories for
deeper economic transformations (Nyblom et al., 2019; Petridis, Muraca & Kallis 2015).
Systemic transformations?
The key question is whether the proposed incremental steps are enough to lead to systemic
transformations in the economic system and help parties achieve their vision of a sustainable
economy. Achieving a sustainable economy requires transformations that go beyond policy
changes on the practical level, including systemic transformations on the political and
personal level (Feola, 2015; Newell & Simms, 2020; O’Brien, 2018). There is a broad
acknowledgement that incremental change will be necessary in the transformation to a
sustainable economy due to high levels of complexity and uncertainty (Feola, 2015;
Ferguson, 2015; Schmitz, 2015). However, to ensure that incremental changes eventually will
lead to systemic transformations, incremental changes need to be embedded in a
transformative agenda. This means that incremental change should not stand on itself but
will need to have purpose to facilitate deeper systemic transformations (Patterson et al.,
2015).
Most of the interviewed green parties have strong ideas regarding the economic
transformations in the practical sphere which can be achieved with incremental steps, but an
overarching transformative agenda with a long-term timeframe is often missing. Parties are
avoiding transformations on the deeper levels because they deem it to be politically
unfeasible to achieve these transformations. The Party for the Animals (NL) is the only party
who strongly integrated ideas on economic transformations on the political as well as the
personal level. It is not problematic that the five green parties take on different roles to
transform the economic system. Their position in the parliament situates them well to take
incremental steps and achieve practical transformations in the form of concrete policy
changes. This potential is better used by the German Greens, the Swedish Greens, Green
(BE) and GreenLeft (NL) than by the Party for the Animals (NL). However, the green parties
should make more of an effort to ensure that their incremental actions are embedded in a
transformative agenda which includes transformations on a deeper level.

6.3 Mirroring green ideology developments
The development from radical activist parties to more pragmatic and centralized parties,
identified in green party literature (Frankland, Luadie & Rihoux, 2008; Haute, 2016), is clearly
mirrored in the views and strategies of the interviewed green parties. The conceptual
framework discusses the fundamentalist and realist divide within green political parties and
describes how realist views have become most prominent among green parties in the last
decades (Carter, 2018; Connelly & Smith, 2003). There are many accounts of the adaptation
of green parties’ organizational structures, from grass-root and decentralized to strong
leadership and centralization (Bolleyer, 2010; Miragliotta & Jackson, 2015; Poguntke, 2017).
The green parties interviewed for this research reflect this institutionalized organizational
structure and centralized leadership. Moreover, this study demonstrates that realists gained
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major influence in the internal debate on the programmatic positioning of the green parties.
The pragmatic strategical approach of all interviewed green parties, except the Party for the
Animals (NL), has led to less radical proposals to accommodate coalition formations.
This development brings the risk for green parties of losing their ideological identity
anchored in ecologism. Several green party members (NL-G2; NL-G4; NL-G5 BE-G1; SE-G1;
SE-G3) raised their concerns about the lack of internal ideological debates in their parties.
For example, the basic principle of limits to growth is central in every green party, but the
extent to which growth should be limited is hardly debated. While many of the interviewed
party members expressed the need to have this internal discussion, this topic seems to be
depoliticized within the green parties to a certain extent. Moreover, the topic of humannature relations or anthropocentrism versus ecocentrism barely came up during the
interviews. It could be that party members do not associate this topic with economic
transformations, but it does reflect the finding that parties mainly focus on sectoral and
practical measures rather than ideological issues.
The German Greens are often praised for their (electoral) success, but their realist and
ecological modernization approach should be critically assessed. From an ecological
modernization perspective, a more pragmatic approached is advocated (Mol et al., 2014)
and the energiewende is often cited as a success story of the ecological modernization
approach of the German Greens (Carter, 2018). Since 1998 the German Greens have
functioned several times as coalition partner and together with the Social Democratic Party
of Germany (SPD) they pioneered Germans progressive energy transition (Carter, 2018,
p.127). However, the transition in the German’s transportation sector has been less
successful and ambitious (Haas, 2020). In this regard, the close ties of the electorally
successful German Greens with the car industry in Baden-Württemberg is criticized. Young
climate activists in this region were so disappointed by the ideological dilution of the
German Greens that they founded their own green party: The Climate List (Sutton, 2021; The
Economist, 2021). Overall, even though Germany has one of the most progressive climate
policies, it is still the question if they will reach their emission reduction targets (Knaut et al.,
2016). The ecological modernization approach by the German Greens, which is clearly
reflected in the findings of this study, brings the risk of shutting out economic
transformations beyond greening industrial processes and shutting out climate-ambitious
voters in the future.

6.4 Limitations
This research has various limitations. The most important limitations related to the
methodology and the scope of this research are discussed in this section.
The most important methodological limitation of this research is the method used to select
the statements for the Q methodology. This selection process had important implications
for the results of this thesis. The statement selection was based on a literature review on
economic transformations, to capture the most relevant scientific views on economic
transformations. Respondents ranked the selected statements in the Q survey and in the first
half of the interview their statement ranking was the input for the discussion on their views
on economic transformations. The findings, based upon the Q analysis and interviews, are
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presented in chapter 4.1 by compiling narratives based on the statements and quotes of the
respondents. An important implication of this methodological process is that the formulated
statements are quite determinative for the results of this thesis. The scope of answers
respondents could provide was already narrowed down by the topics of the selected
statements. At the end of the interview respondents were given space to elaborate on
topics not addressed in the statements. Because this was done after the statements were
ranked and discussed, the answers of party member were already, to a certain extent,
steered in the direction of the topics addressed in the statements. This limits the ability of
this research to discover views on economic transformations that exist among green parties
that are not (yet) discussed in the scientific literature.
The decision to base the statements on a literature review was chosen to be able to map
different views among green parties on pathways identified in the scientific literature.
However, there are additional methodological options to broaden the statement selection
to align even closer to the discourses that prevail among green parties. For example,
explorative interviews could be held to get a better sense of the discourse prevailing among
green parties. These interviews could serve as input for the statement selection, next to the
literature review (Coogan & Harrington, 2011, p. 25). In this way the set of statements would
be based on a wider range of inputs and already include framing elements of the targeted
audience; the green parties. While two explorative interviews were conducted at the start of
the data collection phase, the scope of this research did not allow for a comprehensive
initial round of interviews with green party members to serve as input for the Q statements.
It is important to note that the statement selection is never a fully objective process but is
guided by preliminary knowledge and beliefs of the researcher. My knowledge frameworks
likely result in unconscious biases. For example, in the summer of 2019 I participated in a
degrowth summer school, which makes it imperative that I will find more literature on
degrowth because I’m more familiar with its discourses. Nevertheless, the statements are
selected in the most objective way possible by reviewing a broad selection of literature and
by actively searching for opposing views. As far as possible I tried to correct for such
unconscious biases, but the research process will always be influenced by them.
A second relevant limitation is the scope of this research. The findings of this thesis are fully
based on the inputs from green party members, through the Q methodology and the
interviews. This research could have been strengthened by including data from other
sources to provide more insight in the positions, activities, and context of the green parties
studied. For example, an analysis of policy proposals or supported policies by the green
parties in parliament could have demonstrated a more complete picture of the views and
strategies of the green parties. An added advantage of this analysis would have been the
possibility to cross-check and validate the findings from the Q methodology and the
interviews. Furthermore, a mapping exercise of the political context of the five investigated
green parties could have benefitted the discussion on the views and strategies of the green
parties. This could have been done by including an analysis of the political landscape the
parties operate in, by including an overview of other parties present in parliament and by
mapping relevant public opinions on economic transformation topics. Due to the time
constraints it was not feasible to expand the scope of this research and include data from
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additional analyses. However, the methodological steps and collected data used in this
research ensure a full picture of the views and strategies of Northern and Western European
green parties.
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7. Conclusion
The continuation of the current economic system will lead to an exacerbation of the
sustainability crisis. There is an urgent need to transform the economic system towards
sustainability. To explore diverse economic transformations the debate on trajectories inside
and outside the neoliberal capitalist economic system needs to be politicized. The process
of economic transformations is inherently political and plays out on multiple levels. Political
parties are one of the agents influencing the debate on trajectories for economic
transformations. This thesis set out to investigate if the debates on economic
transformations are politicized by looking at the political system as manifested through
European political parties. Through the Q-methodology and interviews with 12 European
green parties’ viewpoints and political strategies on economic transformations were
explored. The views and strategies on economic transformations of Northern and Western
European green political parties have been investigated to answer the main research
question of this thesis:
To what extent do the proposed economic transformations and strategies
of European green political parties politicize the neoliberal capitalist
economic system?
Views and strategies for economic transformations
This research has shown that multiple views on economic transformations towards
sustainability exist among Northern and Western European green political parties. There is
common ground among all green parties in their critique on endless economic growth and
the neoliberalization of the economic system. All parties challenge the imperative of endless
economic growth and propose to transform to an economic system in which human
wellbeing and ecological limits are front and center. There is also unity in the view that
neoliberalization of the economic system is one of the main causes of the sustainability
crisis. Difference among the views of green parties on economic transformations occur in the
radicality of change proposed to counter the imperative of endless economic growth and
neoliberalization, and the emphasis parties put on other proposals.
By exploring the views of Northern and Western European green political parties this thesis
extrapolated three viewpoints on economic transformations: ‘towards human wellbeing in
recognition of ecological limits’, ‘beyond the system of growth’ and ‘greening the economy’.
These viewpoints link closely with the following economic transformations proposed in
scientific literature: ‘prosperity without growth’, ‘degrowth’ and ‘green economy’. Thereby
contributing to the thesis’ objective to provide a meta-analysis of the views of European
green parties on economic transformations.
This thesis demonstrated that the differences in views on economic transformations could
only be understood by including the green parties’ strategy plans on how to achieve the
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proposed transformations. Each party can have the most extensive ideas on economic
transformations, but without having a strategical plan for implementation, the impact of
these ideas could be questioned. The strategies of the five interviewed green parties clearly
mirror the generally identified development of green parties from radical and antiestablishment parties to more institutionalized and normalized political parties.
By illustrating the green parties’ strategical tension around the question of how pragmatic or
idealistic they should be, this thesis gave insights how green parties decide on their strategy
to achieve economic transformations. The decision on which strategical approach to pursue
is in the end decided by the parties’ assumptions on how they can have most influence; by
taking incremental steps or by pushing for transformative change. Most green parties take a
more pragmatic approach, believing incremental steps for economic transformations are
more politically feasible. The Party for the Animals (NL) believes that an idealistic approach
is the only way to achieve economic transformations, avoiding compromised proposals that
are not strong enough to be transformative.
Politicization of economic transformations
The views and strategies on economic transformations identified in this thesis show that all
participating green parties challenge the growth imperative and neoliberalization of the
current economic system. The question is whether this is done to an extent that politicizes
the debates around economic transformations outside the neoliberal capitalist economic
system. The answer to this question differs among the green parties.
The two extremes are the Party for the Animals (NL) and other green parties affiliated with
viewpoint 2 on the one side, and the German Greens on the other side. The German Greens
clearly aim the economic transformations inside the neoliberal capitalist economic system.
They take on an ecological modernistic approach in which they do not challenge the
outlines of the system, but in which they try to green the system by pushing for strong green
industrial policies. The Party for the Animals (NL) is very critical on the neoliberal capitalist
economic system. They are of the opinion that a sustainable economy could not be
achieved within this system and therefore propose different economic transformations that
entail shifting outside this system, such as degrowing the economy and changing consumer
values. Thus, the German Greens’ efforts on economic transformations do not politicize the
debate on neoliberal capitalist economic system itself, while the Party for the Animals’ (NL)
very openly politicizes trajectories outside the neoliberal capitalist economic systems.
A more nuanced answer is required on the politicization question for the green parties inbetween the two extremes, the parties constituting viewpoint 1 and specifically the Swedish
Greens, GreenLeft (NL) and Green (BE). The focus on incremental steps in their pragmatic
approach, incentivized by political feasibility considerations, brings the risk of further
depoliticizing the debate on the neoliberal capitalist economic system. These green parties
believe that incremental steps are needed to in the end achieve transformational change
that is needed to achieve a sustainable economy. In their pragmatic approach they focus on
practical transformations and building consensus with other political parties, which requires
them to compromise. If the green parties frame their arguments too much in line with the
arguments of the other parties who operate within the neoliberal capitalist system, they
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reinforce the current system. For example, by selling green policies by only emphasizing a
positive effect on economic growth and jobs. In this way, they are not politicizing the
debates on the neoliberal capitalist system because they are not discussing other systems.
Their pragmatic approach could politicize the neoliberal capitalist system and go beyond
practical transformations if the green parties ensure that they operate within a
transformative agenda that acknowledges alternative economic trajectories.
This thesis has thus illustrated that green parties politicize the neoliberal capitalist economic
system to different extents, thereby contributing to a better understanding of the views and
strategies of the green parties' quest for economic transformations towards sustainability.
Future research
This research raises avenues for future research on transformations towards sustainability
and the politicization of economic transformations. It does so specifically in the areas of
empirical insights in the working of alternative economic systems and the impact of different
strategical approaches on economic transformations towards sustainability in the current
political environment.
Transformations outside the neoliberal capitalist economic systems are complex and
uncertain. There is need for empirical insights in the workings of alternative economic
systems to get a better understanding of how a system not based on growth could work out.
Moreover, there is need for insights on which proposals could be helpful to support the
transition to an alternative economic system. This type of research will provide actors like
green parties tools and knowledge they could use to push for economic transformations
towards sustainability. Experiments could be conducted within the transition arenas
elaborately discussed by Frantzeskaki et al. (2012), giving insights in different modes of living
in a post-growth society. This is also a call upon post-growth scholars to include
transformation thinking in their research, rather than solely focusing on the outlines of their
envisioned economies. In this way they could encourage the uptake of their ideas by groups
like green parties which operate in the institutions where change could be set in motion.
This thesis was not set out to measure the impact of green parties on transformations
towards sustainability. Future research could assess the effect of the different strategies
taken by the different green parties. The German Greens, for example, are thus far
electorally more successful than the Party for the Animals (NL). It is relevant to assess both
impacts on future policy trajectories in Germany and the Netherlands. This should be done
in light of the development of other parties greening their manifestos (Carter, 2018;
Gallangher et al., 2011). While it is currently assessed as a positive development that other
parties put sustainability issues on their agenda, there is the risk they use this to greenwash
their agenda. In this context, the impact of an agenda on more transformative change, such
as the Party for the Animals’ (NL) agenda, could be more impactful in the future as it ensures
a distinct position from other parties and already builds a pathway to more green idealistic
transformations.
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Annex 1: Overview of all participating green party members
Table 4: Overview of all green party members participating in this study
Country

Party (original/
English name)

Members
participating

Function

Q methodology

Interviews

Belgium

Ecolo (Belgium
Green Party French part)

BE-E1

Member of Parliament

Yes

No

Belgium

Groen (GreenFlamish part)

BE-G1

Secretary of the green
fraction in the Flemish
parliament
Member of think tank
of the party

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BE-G2
Enhedslisten –
De Rød-Grønne
(Red-Green
Alliance)

DK-G1

Secretary Assistant

Yes

No

DK-G2 (two
members
filled in one Q
methodology)

Respectively Climate
& Environmental
advisor and economic
advisor

Yes

No

Denmark

Alternativet (The
Alternative)

DK-A1

Environmental and
climate policy advisor

Yes

No

Finland

Vihreä liitto
(Green League)

FI-G1

Member of Parliament

Yes

No

France

Europe Ecologie
Les vertes
(Europe Ecology
– The Greens)

FR-G1

Cabinet Director

Yes

No

Denmark
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Germany

The
Netherlands

The
Netherlands

Bündnis 90/Die
Grünen

GroenLinks
(GreenLeft)

Partij voor de
Dieren (Party for
the Animals)

DE-G1
DE-G2

Policy advisor to
member of parliament
Policy advisor to
member of parliament

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

DE-G3

Member of Parliament

NL-G1

Policy advisor to
member of European
parliament

NL-G2

Council Member
Amsterdam,
candidate European
Parliament

NL-G3

Staff member think
tank of the party

NL-G4

None (formerly:
scientific director of
the think tank of the
party)

Yes

Yes

NL-G5

Policy advisor

Yes

No

NL-P1
NL-P2

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

NL-P3

Chairman
Policy advisor to
member of parliament
(staff member)
Member of Parliament

No

Yes

Spain

Equo (Greens
Equo)

ES-G1

Co-spokesperson

Yes

No

Sweden

Miljöpartiet de
gröna (Swedish
Green party)

SE-G1

Former policy advisor
to member of
parliament & elected
municipal politician

Yes

Yes

SE-G2

Member of parliament
& spokesperson on
economic policy

Yes

Yes

SE-G3

Chairman of municipal
environmental
committee and former
policy advisor to
member of parliament

Yes

Yes

CH-G1

Deputy SecretaryGeneral

Yes

No

21
Surveys

14
Interviews

Switzerland

Grüne les Vert-e-s
CH (Green Party of
Switzerland)

9
Countries

12
Parties

24
Respondents
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Annex 2: Q methodology statements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

To safeguard a green future, common resources need to be privatized
A new, more holistic measure should replace GDP as indicator of progress
Jobs should be prioritized over environmental protection
Governments should nurture societal norms in line with sustainability, e.g., emphasis on
enough instead of more
The financial market no longer services a healthy economy
Governments should cap consumption
New forms of enterprises are needed, that are not focused on profit-maximization
We should actively degrow the economy
Absolute decoupling of economic growth from environmental degradation is impossible
We should downscale the material throughput, not downscale GDP growth
Governments should fund a prominent public mass media outlet
Degrowth is politically unfeasible
Deep resource and emission cuts can be achieved without confronting the structure of
market economies
There should only be selective growth: expansion of green sectors and downsizing of brown
sectors
Commercial advertising that stimulate materialistic desires should be banned
Politicians’ need for votes stand in the way of sustainable policies
We should put a price on natural capital to stop the destruction and exploitation of nature
Economic growth is compatible with sustainability
Corporate power stand in the way of sustainable policies
Degrowth would generate dangerous instability and should be avoided
Governments should ensure a basic income
Technological innovation shouldn't be seen as the panacea to solve the sustainability crisis
Economic growth is indispensable for economic stability
Rather than discuss growth/no-growth, we should just focus on improving human wellbeing
When socio-environmental externalities are internalized, the market automatically solves
environmental problems
In the future, non-carbon-based sources of energy, knowledge capital and informationbased goods and services will drive economic growth
Governments should tax to reduce excess profits in shareholder corporations
A free market society is most conducive to human wellbeing
Degrowth is necessary among the rich to liberate ecological space for the alleviation of
poverty
Our current credit/debt ratio is incompatible with a healthy economy
Governments should find ways to stabilize an economy not based on growth
Once a person’s basic needs are met, additional economic growth may no longer improve
their well-being
Politicians’ need for campaign financing stand in the way of sustainable policies
The business sector is the main agent for achieving sustainability
Governments should reduce income inequalities
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Annex 3: Online Q survey screenshot
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Annex 4: Interview topic list template
Introduction
•
•
•
•

Ask recording permission and mention it is always possible to say something off the
record.
Intro thesis: research on economic transformations for sustainability envisioned by
green political parties in the EU
Two parts: Discussing Q sort and strategies on how to achieve this transformation of
the economic system
What is your function?

Part 1: Q-Sort

RQ 2: Views economic transformation
• Most extremes: why did you place them there?
• (Discuss interesting choices in Q sort, in this case:)
o ….
o ….
• Do you have any additional comments on the statements in general? Did you find
anything missing?
• Do you have any additional comments on your choices/Q sort?

Part 2: How to transform towards the envisioned economic system

RQ 3: strategies to transform
• What is your party’s vision for a sustainable economic system?
• What does your party do to transform the economic system?
• Assuming you could change two fundamental factors, how would you answer the
former question?
• How do you want to achieve this transformation?
o What is your strategy for achieving this transformation?
§ Where do you see opportunities to achieve this transformation
o What specific policy proposals do you want to implement?
• What are obstacles to transforming the economic system in this direction?
o How might these obstacles be overcome?
o Do you think your party has the influence to change society?
• Where could your party improve to achieve the envisioned transformation?
• What opportunities do you see for accelerating the envisioned transformation?

Ending
•
•

Do you have anything to add or is there an important question that I did not ask?
What other green political party do you think is interesting to talk to? Possible to get
the contacts of a politician in the green party focused on this topic?
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Annex 5: Q methodology factor results table

Note: After the factor analysis the participation codes were changed.
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